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Kurzfassung 
Die Ursache für die bestrahlungsinduzierte Verfestigung und Versprödung von ferritischen 
Reaktordruckbehälterstählen ist die Bildung von Nanometer-großen Ausscheidungen. Diese behindern die 
Versetzungsbewegung innerhalb der Körner der polykristallinen, kubisch-raumzentrierten (krz) Fe-
Matrix. Frühere Untersuchungen haben gezeigt, dass diese Ausscheidungen kohärent zum krz-Fe-Gitter 
sind und aus Cu, Ni und anderen Fremdatomen, sowie Leerstellen bestehen können. 
Eine Kombination von on-lattice-simuliertem Abkühlen, basierend auf Metropolis-Monte-Carlo-
Simulationen, und off-lattice-Relaxation durch molekulardynamische Rechnungen wurde verwendet, um 
die Struktur, Energetik sowie die Thermodynamik der kohärenten Leerstellen-Kupfer-Nickel-Cluster zu 
ermitteln. Dabei wurden neueste interatomare Potentiale für Fe-Cu-Ni-Legierungen verwendet. Die 
atomaren Strukturen und Bildungsenergien der stabilsten Konfigurationen, sowie deren Gesamt- und 
Monomer-Bindungsenergien wurden berechnet.  
Die Ergebnisse der atomistischen Simulationen zeigen, dass reine Leerstellen- und Cu-Cluster sowie die 
gemischten Cluster (Leerstellen-Cu-, Cu-Ni- und Leerstellen-Cu-Ni-Cluster) Facetten aufweisen, die den 
Hauptkristallebenen des  krz-Fe-Gitters entsprechen. Neben Facetten, weisen gemischte Cluster eine 
Kern-Schalen-Struktur auf.  Cu-Leerstellen-Cluster ( vl mCu )bestehen aus einem Leerstellen-Kern und 
einer Cu-Hülle. Binäre Cu-Ni-Cluster ( m nCu Ni ) bestehen aus einem Kern aus Cu-Atomen ummantelt von 
Nickel. Ternäre vl m nCu Ni -Cluster zeigen ebenfalls eine Kern-Schalen-Struktur, bei der jedoch die 
Leerstellencluster erst von einer Schale aus Cu-Atomen und dann von einer Schale aus Ni-Atomen 
umgeben sind. Qualitativ wurde gezeigt, dass diese Kern-Schalen-Struktur die Konfiguration mit der 
minimalen Grenzflächenenergie zwischen dem Cluster und der krz-Fe-Matrix darstellt.  Reine Ni-Cluster 
bestehen aus einer Agglomeration von Ni-Atomen im Abstand der übernächsten Nachbaratome im krz-Fe-
Gitter. Leerstellen-Nickel-Cluster ( vl nNi ) hingegen bestehen aus reinen Leerstellenclustern, welche von 
Ni-Agglomeraten umgeben sind. Beide Arten von Clustern werden auf Grund ihrer losen Struktur als 
Quasi-Cluster bezeichnet. Die atomare Konfiguration von Quasi-Clustern kann auf Grundlage der 
Besonderheiten der Bindungsenergien zwischen Ni-Atomen und Leerstellen verstanden werden. In allen 
untersuchten Clustern sind Ni-Atome nächste Nachbarn von Cu-Atomen, aber nie nächste Nachbarn von 
Leerstellen oder Ni-Atomen. 
Die gefundene Struktur der Cluster steht in Übereinstimmung mit Ergebnissen vorangegangener 
experimenteller Arbeiten und Rechnungen zu binären Systemen. In Übereinstimmung mit experimentellen 
Beobachtungen und neuesten Ergebnissen atomistischer kinetischer Monte-Carlo-Simulationen wird 
gezeigt, dass Nickel die Keimbildung von Leerstellen-Cu-Clustern fördert. 
Für reine Leerstellen- und reine Cu-Cluster wurde auf der Grundlage eines atomistischen 
Keimbildungsmodells, für typische Bestrahlungsbedingungen, die Freie Energie der Keimbildung sowie 
die kritische Keimgröße für die Clusterbildung abgeschätzt.  
Zur weiteren Verwendung in der Ratentheorie und in Objekt-kinetischen Monte-Carlo-Simulationen zur 
Beschreibung der Clusterevolution wurden kompakte, physikalisch motivierte Fitformeln für die Gesamt- 
und die Monomer-Bindungsenergie der Cluster hergeleitet. Die Fits basieren sowohl auf der Struktur der 
Cluster (Kern-Schalen-Struktur bzw. Quasi-Cluster), als auch auf dem klassischen Kapillarmodell.  
Synopsis
The formation of nano–sized precipitates is considered to be the origin of hardening and
embrittlement of ferritic steel used as structural material for pressure vessels of nuclear
reactors, since these nanoclusters hinder the motion of dislocations within the grains
of the polycrystalline bcc–Fe matrix. Previous investigations showed that these small
precipitates are coherent and may consist of Cu, Ni, other foreign atoms, and vacancies.
In this work a combination of on–lattice simulated annealing based on Metropolis
Monte Carlo simulations and off–lattice relaxation by Molecular Dynamics is applied in
order to determine the structure, energetics and thermodynamics of coherent clusters in
bcc–Fe. The most recent interatomic potentials for Fe–Cu–Ni alloys are used. The atomic
structure and the formation energy of the most stable configurations as well as their total
and monomer binding energy are calculated.
Atomistic simulation results show that pure (vacancy and copper) as well as mixed
(vacancy-copper, copper-nickel and vacancy-copper-nickel) clusters show facets which
correspond to the main crystallographic planes. Besides facets, mixed clusters exhibit a
core-shell structure. In the case of vlCum, a core of vacancy cluster coated with copper
atoms is found. In binary CumNin, Ni atoms cover the outer surface of copper cluster.
Ternary vlCumNin clusters show a core–shell structure with vacancies in the core coated
by a shell of Cu atoms, followed by a shell of Ni atoms. It has been shown qualitatively
that these core–shell structures are formed in order to minimize the interface energy
between the cluster and the bcc-Fe matrix. Pure nickel consist of an agglomeration of
Ni atoms at second nearest neighbor distance, whereas vacancy-nickel are formed by a
vacancy cluster surrounded by a nickel agglomeration. Both types of clusters are called
quasi-cluster because of their non-compact structure. The atomic configurations of quasi-
clusters can be understood by the peculiarities of the binding between Ni atoms and
vacancies. In all clusters investigated Ni atoms may be nearest neighbors of Cu atoms
but never nearest neighbors of vacancies or other Ni atoms. The structure of the clusters
found in the present work is consistent with experimental observations and with results
of pairwise calculations. In agreement with experimental observations and with recent
results of atomic kinetic Monte Carlo simulation it is shown that the presence of Ni atoms
promotes the nucleation of clusters containing vacancies and Cu.
For pure vacancy and pure copper clusters an atomistic nucleation model is estab-
lished, and for typical irradiation conditions the nucleation free energy and the critical
size for cluster formation have been estimated. For further application in rate theory and
object kinetic Monte Carlo simulations compact and physically–based fit formulae are
derived from the atomistic data for the total and the monomer binding energy. The fit is
based on the structure of the clusters (core-shell and quasi-cluster) and on the classical
capillary model.
iv
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Introduction
1.1 Hardening and embrittlement of RPV steels
Components in nuclear power plants (NPP) are subjected to harsh environmental
conditions such as high temperature, pressure and radiation exposure, so that ensuring
the reliable operation of these components during the above conditions is essential.
Among different components of a NPP, reactor pressure vessels (RPV) are considered as
the main components that determine the operation lifetime of NPP. The RPV, Fig. 1.1,
is one of the most critical components because it is not practically and economically
replaceable. For RPV construction, low alloy ferritic steels are commonly used. They
are low carbon steels containing impurities such as Cu and P as well as Cr, Mn, Ni,
Si, Mo as alloying elements in different percentages. The degradation of RPV steel is a
very complicated process dependent on many factors (thermal treatments and radiation
exposure and chemical composition, etc.). The degrading effects of neutron irradiation
on low-alloy RPV steels have been recognized and investigated since the early 1950s.
However, the related neutron embrittlement and microstructural changes remain not
fully understood. The effect of intense fluxes of neutrons results in considerable changes
of RPV steel structural and mechanical properties. When RPV steel is exposed to neutron
irradiation it results in an increase of the yield strength (YS) and loss of ductility as shown
in stress–strain curves, Fig. 1.2 (a), of unirradiated and irradiated low alloy steel (A533B
steel Cl.1, IAEA reference material code JRQ), Zurbuchen et al. [2009] . For dislocations to
move in a material, they need to overcome barriers and obstacles. Irradiating the material
introduces more obstacles and thus the dislocations need more energy to overcome
the barriers. This leads to an increase of the flow stress (hardening). Since the flow
stress decreases with increasing temperature while the cleavage stress is independent of
temperature, the hardening is connected with an increase of the ductile-brittle transition
temperature (DBTT) towards higher temperatures (embrittlement) as indicated by charpy
impact test, Fig. 1.2 (b). The primary mechanism of embrittlement is the hardening
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Figure 1.1: RPV of pressurized water reactor of Russian type VVER440/230 design, left hand side:
sketch and right hand side: photograph (courtesy Dr. H.-W. Viehrig).
(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: Effect of irradiation on mechanical properties of JRQ steel:(a) stress vs. strain curves at
different fluences (7× 1018− 98× 1018) n/cm2 at 255◦ C. (b) Charpy impact test results before and
after irradiation Zurbuchen et al. [2009].
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produced by nanometer features that develop as a consequence of irradiation. The key
embrittlement processes include the following steps:
• Formation of lattice defects in displacement cascades caused by high–energy
neutrons. The primary defects are single and small clusters of these defects.
• The high concentration of vacancies and self–interstitials leads to enhanced diffu-
sion of solute atoms and formation of nanoscale defect–solute cluster complexes,
such as copper–rich precipitates (CRPs).
• Dislocation pinning and hardening by these nanofeatures, loss of ductility.
1.2 Nanostructure evolution during neutron irradiation
When a fast neutron collides with atoms it creates energetic recoiling atoms (the primary
knock–on atom or PKA) which, if of sufficient energy, then go on to displace more
neighboring atoms from their equilibrium lattice sites, generating vacancy and self–
interstitial point defects in equal numbers. Many point defects are thus created from a
single neutron collision event. The primary damage is most meaningfully characterized
in terms of the average number of incidences that an individual atom is displaced
from its lattice site. This leads to a damage/exposure unit called “displacements per
atom” (dpa) which is generally accepted as a correlation parameter for mechanical
property and microstructural changes in reactor materials irradiated by neutrons with
different energies. The dpa unit, calculated according to the widely accepted Norgett,
Robinson, and Torrens (NRT) model Norgett et al. [1975] includes both the neutron energy
spectrum and the total number of neutrons per unit area passing through the material,
and has been incorporated into an international standard. The spatial distribution of
each damage region is markedly heterogeneous, with dimensions of the order of 10
nm, with a core of vacancies and self–interstitials in the periphery. For such a defect
configuration there is a strong inherent tendency to collapse spontaneously. Depending
on the material, this results in the creation of either a vacancy dislocation loop, or
conceivably a microvoid. The surrounding shell of interstitials also forms clusters or
dislocation loops both ballistically and by subsequent rapid migration and coalescence.
However, a large fraction of the point defect population is annihilated simply by mutual
recombination, while a small proportion escape the cascade volume as freely migrating
defects. Furthermore, under continuous irradiation, excess point defects are eliminated
by diffusion towards available sinks (grain boundaries, dislocations, surfaces, etc.).
During the operation of a nuclear reactor the irradiation of the pressure vessel by fast
neutrons generates a supersaturation of vacancies and self-interstitials. This increases
the diffusion of Cu and Ni by orders of magnitude, since their migration requires
3
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the presence of point defects. It is mostly assumed that Cu and Ni diffusion occurs
via the vacancy mechanism. While it is generally accepted that Cu always migrates
together with vacancies, in the case of Ni the situation is less clear Vincent et al.
[2005]. At operating temperature of a nuclear reactor the solubility of Cu in bcc-Fe is
considerably lower (<0.01% Salje and Feller-Kniepmeier [1977]; Miller et al. [1998]) than
the Cu concentration in conventional pressure vessel steels (0.05–0.3%). The formation
of Cu-containing precipitates is therefore radiation-enhanced. On the other hand, at the
given temperature the solubility of Ni (<5% Romig and Goldstein [1980], Cacciamani
et al. [2006]) is higher than the Ni content (<3%). In this case the formation of clusters
containing Ni is called radiation-induced since a real thermodynamic driving force for
cluster nucleation does not exist.
1.3 Experimental characterization of nanostructure
The application of experimental techniques to the microstructural characterization of
neutron–irradiated ferritic model alloys of increasing complexity has significantly con-
tributed to the mechanistic understanding of irradiation embrittlement of reactor pressure
vessel (RPV) steels. In the following, we present a short description of these experimental
methods.
(a) Small–angle neutron scattering (SANS)
SANS is capable of characterizing the size distribution of nm–sized irradiation–induced
defect solute clusters in ferritic alloys. This is done by measuring the scattering cross–
section in a saturation magnetic field applied to the sample, see Fig. 1.3, separating
nuclear and magnetic contributions from the anisotropy introduced by the magnetic
field, subtracting the scattering cross–section for an unirradiated control sample and
calculating the size distribution by solving an inverse problem. The lower detection limit
is about 0.5 nm in cluster radius. An advantage is the averaging capability resulting from
a probed volume of some 10 mm3 and from a number of scattering events of the order of
106. In addition, some integrated information on the average cluster composition is given
by the ratio of magnetic and nuclear scattering.
(b) Atom probe tomography (APT)
Atom probe tomography is based on field emission effect, offering extensive capabilities
for both 3D imaging and chemical composition measurements at the atomic scale
(around 0.1–0.3 nm resolution in depth and 0.3–0.5 nm laterally). It is a very efficient
tool that accurately determines the chemical analysis of solute–enriched clusters, their
characteristics such as number density, size and composition as well as the matrix
4
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Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram illustrating Small Angle Neutron Scattering method, Bergner et al.
[2008a]
Figure 1.4: Atom probe tomography analysis of a KS-01 weld that was neutron irradiated at a
fluence of 0.8× 1023 n m−2 (E > 1 MeV) at a temperature of 288 ◦C, Miller and Russell [2007].
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composition in the volume accessible. Fig. 1.4 shows solute–enriched clusters which were
detected by APT in an irradiated material.
(c) Positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS)
Positrons are very sensitive to vacancies, vacancy–clusters and vacancy–solute complexes
which play an important role in the formation of the features causing hardening Nagai
et al. [2001]. The power of positron annihilation spectroscopy technique, Fig. 1.5, lies in its
possibility to find very small defects (> 0.1 nm) even in very low concentrations (>1 ppm).
In positron measurements the positron life time and relative intensities associated with
the different components are determined. The positron life time gives information on the
kind of defects present and the relative intensity is related to the solute concentration.
The positron lifetime is so sensitive to the local electron density that at the site of vacancy,
the positron life time will increase due to relative decrease of the local electron density.
Further, as the vacancy cluster size increases, positron lifetime also increases up to some
cluster size and saturates at higher sizes.
Figure 1.5: Schematic graph illustrating positron annihilation spectroscopy technique Sojak et al.
[2009].
6
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(d) Transmission electron microscopy TEM
Transmission electron microscopy is a widely used technique in characterization of
irradiation damage. Its high resolution, about 0.1-1.5 nm, can provide quantitative
information about the density and size of the observed defects, their type and Burgers
vector of dislocation loops, see Figs. 1.6. With the advantage that it can be combined with
in situ analytical techniques, TEM can also give information on local chemical changes on
a very fine scale.
Figure 1.6: TEM micrographs of point defect clustering. (a) dark–field image of precipitates in
neutron irradiated (fluence=1.47×1024 m−2) VVER–1000 steel Gurovich et al. [2009] (b) dislocation
loops in neutron–irradiated Fe (0.051 dpa), Bergner et al. [2008b] (c) voids in pure Fe neutron
irradiated at 0.19 dpa, 300◦C, HernándezMayoral and GómezBriceño [2010].
1.4 Modeling of nanostructure evolution
Nanostructure evolution is an inherently multiscale process. Predicting structural and
chemical evolution over experimental time and length scales is a formidable challenge.
For different time and length scales different methods of modeling and computer simu-
lations must be applied. This approach is called multiscale modeling. The application of
different numerical methods to treat nano-and microstructural evolution during neutron
irradiation is illustrated in Fig. 1.7. Three classes of simulation methods are applied: (i)
First-principles calculations, (ii) Atomic-level simulations and (iii) Coarse-grained and
continuum methods.
(i) First-principles calculations.
Quantum-mechanics-based Density-Functional-Theory (DFT) methods provide informa-
tion at the electronic level. These methods are computationally very intensive. The
7
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structural information obtained by DFT methods, are cohesive energy, elastic constants,
phonon dispersion for different phases and point defect properties. DFT calculations
can deliver information to atomic and higher level simulations. These information are
extremely relevant since they are used, along with any experimental data available to
produce the interatomic potentials which are applied in larger scale simulations. For
example, the formation energy of self-interstitials in Fe obtained by DFT calculations,
Domain and Bequart [2001] are used in the development of an interatomic potentials for
Fe Mendelev et al. [2003].
(ii) Atomic-level simulation
(1) Classical Molecular Statics (MS) and Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations
Molecular Static (MS) and Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations are widely used in
studying of irradiation effects at atomic-level. These two methods employ interatomic
potentials, which were developed using DFT and experimental data. Molecular Statics
(MS) may be employed to determine the equilibrium state at 0 K by minimizing
the potential energy of the system. MS simulation can be used to calculate defects
properties such as formation, migration energy and structure of dislocations at T=0. In
MD simulations, the evolution of the system can be described by solving the equation
of motion of the many-body system. In classical MD, the movements of the atoms are
evaluated using Newton’s equation of motion. According to this, the force Fi acting on an
atom i, with a mass m, results in an acceleration ai:
Fi = miai (1.1)
The force is calculated through the gradient of the potential energy Epot with respect to
its coordinate ri,
Fi = −∇Epot (1.2)
MD can simulate system with up to 106 atoms and can reach the scale of nanoseconds.
It has been used to investigate different phenomena occurring during irradiation of a
material, e.g. primary damage formation in displacement cascades [Refs. Stoller [2000],
Stoller and Calder [2000], Bacon et al. [2000], Nordlund and Averback [2000]], the
behavior of point defects and their clusters [Refs. Osetsky et al. [2000], Wirth et al. [2000]]
and dislocation–defect interactions Rodney and Martin [2000], etc. Fig. 1.8 shows the
metastable defect configuration formed by a 20 keV cascade at 600 K at 10 ps after the
initiation of the recoil. Both isolated and clustered point defects can be observed.
9
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Figure 1.8: Metastable configuration of vacancy (red spheres) and interstitial (green spheres) type
defects from 20 keV PKA cascade simulations in iron at 600 K at 10 ps, note large interstitial cluster
Zinkle [2004].
(2) Metropolis Monte Carlo methods (MMC)
MD cannot deterministically reproduce the evolution of a system to equilibrium if the
kinetics is slower than nanoseconds. MMC methods, using interatomic potentials, can
be employed for finding equilibrium states. MMC methods can be either on-lattice or
off-lattice simulation Zhurkin et al. [2011], the former includes only atomic position
exchange while the latter may include small atomic displacement from the perfect lattice
site and increase or decrease of system size. For example MMC method is used to study
possible minimum energy configuration corresponding to a certain atomic composition
or defect concentration (e.g. formation of precipitates) [Refs. Takahashi et al. [2003];
Kulikov et al. [2006]]. Phase diagrams of different Fe-based alloys for nuclear applications
have been also calculated by this method Zhurkin et al. [2011].
(3) Atomic Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations AKMC
Atomic kinetic Monte Carlo simulation is a method intended to simulate the kinetic
processes that occur with a given and known rate. It is an on-lattice method so that it
is also called lattice KMC (LKMC). It has been widely used to study solute diffusion and
the formation of small precipitates in Fe-based alloys Soisson et al. [1996]; Vincent et al.
[2007]. The solutes diffuse mainly via the vacancy mechanism, i.e. vacancies jump with
rates depending on the local atomic environment may cause jumps of solute and iron
atoms. The migration energy of the vacancy which determines the jump rate as well as
the binding energy of a vacancy or a solute atom to a precipitate are input parameters
of the AKMC method and can be provided by DFT calculations or simulations using
interatomic potentials. AKMC simulations can describe processes on much longer time
scales than MD, up to seconds. However, the system size which can be treated by these
10
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atomic-level simulations is still very small. As an example of AKMC, the nanostructure
in a multi–component Fe–CuNiMnSi alloy is shown in Fig. 1.9 .
Figure 1.9: Nanostructure obtained after irradiation (20 keV cascade, dose of 8.2× 10−3 dpa at 1
dpa s−1 flux at 300 ◦C. Only solute atoms in clusters and point defects are shown. Cu atoms are
red, Ni green, Mn black, Si blue, vacancies yellow and Fe interstitials white, Vincent et al. [2007].
(iii) Coarse-grained methods
(1) Rate Theory (RT)
In order to describe the overall evolution of single defect and defect cluster populations
without considerable limitations to length and time scales, one can apply the reaction rate
theory. In RT a set of coupled differential equations has to be solved in order to obtain the
temporal evolution of the concentration of clusters of different sizes Johnson [1968]. These
differential equations are derived from balance equations under following assumptions:
(i) Cluster evolution is a diffusion limited process. (ii) Clusters can grow or shrink only
by reactions with monomers, i.e. single vacancies or solute atoms. (iii) Monomers are the
only mobile species, clusters are immobile. (iv) Spatial derivatives of concentrations are
neglected (mean field theory). (v) Only for vacancies (and self interstitials, if considered)
the generation rate is not equal zero.
Considering a cluster reaction
Am−1 + A1
k+−⇀↽−
k−
Am (m > 1)
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leads to the balance equation for the respective (per-site) concentrations
∂CAm
∂t
= k+CAm−1CA1 − k−CAm etc. (1.3)
with the reaction rates
k+ = 4piRAmDA1 k
− = k+
CeqAm−1C
eq
A1
CeqAm
(1.4)
RAm and DA1 are the capture radius of the cluster Am and the diffusion coefficient of the
monomer A1, respectively. C
eq
Am denotes the equilibrium concentration of a cluster Am. It
is defined by
CeqAm = exp
(
− G
f
Am
kBT
)
(1.5)
where GfAm is the free formation energy of a cluster. Then Equation (1.4) can be written as:
k− = 4piRAmDA1 exp
(
−
GfAm−1 + G
f
A1
− GfAm
kBT
)
(1.6)
the term GfAm−1 +G
f
A1
−GfAm is the free binding energy of a monomer A1 to the cluster Am.
RT method relies on a set of parameters e.g. monomer diffusivity, free binding energies
of monomers to clusters and capture radii, which can be obtained from first principle
calculations or atomic-level simulations.
(2) Object Kinetic Monte Carlo simulation (OKMC)
OKMC, also called event-based KMC considers objects in continuum space, such as
monomers and clusters, and certain processes (events) leading to changes of these
objects: (i) monomer diffusion, (ii) monomers attachment to clusters, and (iii) monomer
detachment from clusters. The common assumptions used in OKMC are very similar to
these in RT. Therefore, RT and OKMC are alternative methods to describe nanostructural
evolution on rather realistic time and length scales. While OKMC allows more flexibility
in the consideration of different objects and processes, it has a stronger limitation on
length scales than RT. OKMC requires the same class of input parameters as RT, these
parameters can be obtained by first principle calculations or atomic-level simulations.
12
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Figure 1.10: Overview of objects and events which may be considered in the continuum space by
OKMC Becquart and Domain [2009].
1.5 Motivation and structure of the present work
The objective of this work is two-fold: (i) to study the formation of nano-sized precipitates
in Fe-Cu-Ni alloy using atomic-level computer simulations since these precipitates are
considered as the origin of hardening and consequently embrittlement of RPV steels
and (ii) to provide data of total and monomer binding energy which are required by
higher level simulations or continuum methods to study the nanostructural evolution of
precipitates. This thesis is structured as follows:
• Chapter 1 : presents an overview on hardening and embrittlement, characterization
and prediction tools of effect of irradiation on RPV steels.
• Chapter 2 introduces the energetic and thermodynamic quantities that are used in
this work.
• Chapter 3 includes a detailed description of the interatomic potentials used in the
present work.
• Chapter 4 presents the simulation methodology employed in this work.
• Chapter 5 shows the results on structure, energetics and thermodynamics of pure
vacancy, copper and mixed vacancy–copper nanoclusters in bcc-Fe.
• Chapter 6 contains the results on the properties of clusters in bcc–Fe consisting of
vacancies, copper and nickel.
• Chapter 7 summary.
• The appendices
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Energetic and Thermodynamic Quantities
As already mentioned, nanoclusters which may contain vacancies, copper and nickel
atoms are considered to be highly relevant for hardening and embrittlement of RPV steels.
In this chapter energetic and thermodynamic quantities characterizing these clusters
are defined. For simplicity a diluted alloy based on bcc-Fe is considered. Throughout
this work we consider only coherent nanoclusters possessing bcc structure of iron.
Experimental investigations Othen et al. [1994]; Pizzini et al. [1990] showed that the
structure of the Cu-rich precipitates depends on their size. Small nanoclusters up to
a diameter of about 4 nm are coherent and possess the bcc-structure of iron. Clusters
with diameters between 4 and 17 nm have a twinned 9R structure. Larger precipitates
show a 3R structure which corresponds to a distorted fcc lattice, and with increasing
size this structure changes continuously to the fcc structure of pure copper. Cu-rich
precipitates observed in neutron-irradiated RPV steels are typically smaller than 4 nm in
diameter Ulbricht et al. [2007, 2006]. This justifies the consideration of coherent structure
in this work.
2.1 Formation and binding energy
The formation energy of a single vacancy in bcc-iron is the difference between the energy
E(v, N − 1) of a bcc-Fe lattice of (N − 1) atoms containing a vacancy and the energy of a
perfect crystal with (N − 1) atoms
Ef(v) = E(v, N − 1)− (N − 1)EFecoh (2.1)
where EFecoh is the cohesive energy per atom in the perfect lattice. Note that in the present
work all cohesive energies per atoms are defined as negative values. In the case of a
diluted iron alloy with Cu and Ni atoms, the formation or substitutional energy of one
Cu or Ni atom in bcc-Fe is calculated as:
Ef(Cu) = E(Cu, N − 1)− ECucoh − (N − 1)EFecoh (2.2)
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Ef(Ni) = E(Ni, N − 1)− ENicoh − (N − 1)EFecoh (2.3)
where E(Cu, N− 1) and E(Ni, N− 1) are the energies of a system containing one Cu and
Ni atom, respectively and (N-1) iron atoms. As references the cohesive energies ECucoh and
ENicoh per atom of pure Cu and Ni in their stable state, i.e. fcc structure, are chosen. For a
cluster containing l vacancies, m copper atoms and n nickel atoms, the formation energy
is given by
Ef(vlCumNin) = E(vlCumNin)−mECucoh − nENicoh − (N − l −m− n)EFecoh (2.4)
Where E(vlCumNin) is the energy of a system containing the vlCumNin cluster and
(N − l − m − n) iron atoms. Another important quantity calculated is the total binding
energy Ebind of a cluster, which describes the energy gain (loss) when monomers (single
vacancies, Cu or Ni atoms) are combined to form a cluster
Ebind(vlCumNin) = Ef(vlCumNin)− lEf(v)−mEf(Cu)− nEf(Ni) (2.5)
The monomer binding energy, which describes the energy gain (loss) if a monomer is
added to (removed from) a cluster is defined as
Eb(v, vlCumNin) = Ebind(vlCumNin)− Ebind(vl−1CumNin) (2.6a)
Eb(Cu, vlCumNin) = Ebind(vlCumNin)− Ebind(vlCum−1Nin) (2.6b)
Eb(Ni, vlCumNin) = Ebind(vlCumNin)− Ebind(vlCumNin−1) (2.6c)
By the above definitions binding energies are negative (positive) if binding is energetically
favorable (unfavorable). Since Cu diffusion in bcc-Fe occurs via the vacancy mechanism,
the binding energy of a vacancy–Cu pair is of particular interest. It is given by
Eb(vCu, vlCumNin) = Ebind(vlCumNin)− Ebind(vl−1Cum−1Nin)− Ebind(vCu) (2.7)
In the same manner, binding energies of other dimers, trimers, etc. can be defined. In the
present work cluster configurations with lowest formation energy are determined for the
case of zero temperature.
2.2 Free formation and binding energy
At finite temperature the nanoclusters must be correctly characterized by the free
formation and free binding energies. Additional terms including configurational entropy
and vibrational free energy must be considered. The total free formation energy of a
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cluster containing l vacancies and m copper atoms embedded in bcc-Fe matrix is given by
Gf(vlCum, T) = Ef(vlCum)− TSconf(vlCum, T = 0) + Gvibf (vlCum, T) (2.8)
where Ef(vlCum) is the formation energy of the vlCum cluster (at T = 0), Sconf is the
configurational entropy defined by the number of distinguishable spatial configurations
of a cluster with a given shape. Gvibf is the vibrational contribution to free formation
energy of this cluster given as
Gvibf (vlCum, T) = G
vib(vlCum, T)−mGvibcoh(fcc-Cu, T)− (N− l−m)Gvibcoh(bcc-Fe, T) (2.9)
where Gvibcoh(bcc-Fe, T) and G
vib
coh(fcc-Cu, T) represent the vibrational contribution to the
cohesive energy of bcc-Fe and fcc-Cu, respectively. Gvibf (vlCum, T) denotes the vibrational
contribution to the total energy of a system containing the vlCum cluster and (N-l-m) iron
atoms. The total free binding energy of a vlCum cluster is defined by
Gbind(vlCum, T) = Ebind(vlCum)− TSconf(vlCum) + Gvibbind(vlCum, T) (2.10)
The quantity Gvibbind is the vibrational contribution to the total free binding energy and can
be determined by
Gvibbind(vlCum, T) = G
vib
f (vlCum, T)− lGvibf (v, T)−mGvibf (Cu, T) (2.11)
Where Gvibf (v, T) and G
vib
f (Cu, T) are the vibrational contribution to the free formation
energy of a single vacancy and a single copper atom, respectively. The free monomer
binding energy can be defined in a manner similar to section 2.1. As mentioned in
chapter 1, the monomer free binding energies are important input parameters for rate
theory and object kinetic Monte Carlo simulations. On one hand, DFT studies Yuge et al.
[2005], Reith and Podloucky [2009] of small copper clusters demonstrated that vibrational
and configurational contributions to the free energy are not negligible. On the other hand,
the quantities determined at zero temperature [cf. Equations (2.4-2.6)] can be considered
as most important contributions to the corresponding free energies, cf. Talati et al. [2011].
Therefore in this work only these quantities are considered.
2.3 Nucleation free energy
The nucleation free energy of a vlCum cluster, Fnuc(vlCum), characterizes the thermody-
namics of precipitate formation. Neglecting the vibrational contributions Fnuc(vlCum) is
approximately given by
Fnuc(vlCum, T) = Ebind(vlCum)− T∆Sconf (2.12)
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where Ebind(vlCum) is the total binding energy of the vlCum cluster, and ∆Sconf is the
decrease of configurational entropy due to cluster formation from monomers.
∆Sconf = kB ln
(
Ωfinal
Ωinitial
)
(2.13)
The quantityΩinitial denotes the number of possible on-lattice arrangements of monomers
before cluster formation and Ωfinal is the number of possible on-lattice arrangements of
the remaining monomers, after a cluster with a given configuration and a fixed position
is formed. In the simple case of pure vacancy clusters vl
Ωinitial =
N!
nvac!(N − nvac)! and Ωfinal =
(N − l)!
(nvac − l)!(N − nvac)! (2.14)
holds, where nvac is the total number of vacancies in the system. Since N  1, nvac  1,
N − nvac  1, N − l  1 and nvac − l  1 Stirling’s formula can be applied , leading to
4Sconf = kBl ln(Cvac) (2.15)
where Cvac = nvac/N is the concentration of monovacancies in the whole system. As
long as the total number of Cu atoms is large compared to the number of Cu atoms in the
cluster, i.e. nCu −m 1, the following relation
4Sconf = kB[l ln(Cvac) +m ln(CCu)] (2.16)
holds for mixed cluster vlCum where CCu denotes the concentration of Cu monomers.
2.4 Surface energy
The surface energy Es is defined as the excess energy due to the existence of the surface,
compared to the bulk material. Two energies E1 and E2 have to be determined: (i) the
energy E1 for a bulk system with three dimensional periodic boundary conditions. (ii) the
energy E2 for another system, with the same number of atoms, using periodic boundary
conditions in two directions parallel to the surface plane and two surfaces. Then, Es is
given by
Es =
E2 − E1
2A
(2.17)
where A is the area of one surface.
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Interatomic Potentials
In the present work energetic and thermodynamic characteristics of nanoclusters in bcc-
Fe containing vacancies, Cu and Ni atoms are determined using interatomic potentials
derived by the embedded atom approach.
3.1 Embedded Atom Method (EAM)
The EAM Daw and Baskes [1983], Foiles et al. [1986], is based on the notion that the
energy to embed an atom in a solid depends mainly on the electron density of the
remaining atoms, an idea first raised by Nørskov and Lang [1980] and by Stott and
Zaremba [1980]. Following this abstract formulation, Daw and Baskes [1984] produced
practical schemes for implementing the idea in calculations of properties of metallic
systems. In this model the potential energy of a system consisting of N atoms is
Epot =
1
2∑i 6=j
V(rij) +∑
i
Fi(ρi) (3.1)
Here V(rij) is a pair interaction potential as a function of distance rij between atoms i
and j and Fi is the embedding energy of an atom i as a function of the electron density ρi
induced by the other atom j at the position of this atom. The quantity ρi is given by
ρi =∑
j 6=i
φ(rij) (3.2)
where φ(rij) is the electron density function of atom j. Within the EAM model, the division
of the potential energy to pair potential and embedding terms is not unique. There exist
a symmetry transformations Tˆ leaving the total potential energy invariant. Thus, this
transformation does not alter the material properties described by the potential. The
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transformation, Tˆ, is given as follows (cf. Bonny et al. [2009c]),
Tˆ :

φeff = Sφ
Feff(ρeff) = F
(
ρeff
S
)
+
C
S
ρeff
Veff = V − 2Cφ
(3.3)
where S and C are arbitrary constants. Using Equation (3.3), it can be easily shown that
Epot =
1
2∑i 6=j
Veff(rij) +∑
i
Feffi (ρ
eff
i ) (3.4)
with
ρeffi =∑
j 6=i
φeffrij (3.5)
are equivalent to Equations (3.1) and (3.2).
3.2 EAM potentials for iron-copper-nickel alloys
3.2.1 Pasianot-Malerba (PM) potential
The interatomic potential developed by Pasianot and Malerba [2007], denoted as PM
potential, has been constructed for Fe-Cu alloys. It has been proven to reproduce very
nicely the thermodynamic properties of the alloy known from experiments and to provide
descriptions of the interaction between Cu atoms and point defects in Fe closer to first
principle calculation results than with other existing potentials. So far PM potential
is currently considered the best interatomic potential for the description of irradiation
effects in Fe-Cu alloys Malerba et al. [2010]. The PM potential was derived using the
potential proposed by Mendelev et al. [2003], see Appendix A, for pure Fe and the one
by Mishin et al. [2001] for pure Cu, see Appendix B, respectively named “potential 2”
and “EAM 1” in the original references. First, these potentials were transformed using
Equation (3.3), i.e. the potential energy for pure bcc-iron and bcc-copper is expressed by
EFepot =
1
2∑i 6=j
VeffFe-Fe(rij) +∑
i
FeffFe (ρ
eff
i ) (3.6)
ECupot =
1
2∑i 6=j
VeffCu-Cu(rij) +∑
i
FeffCu(ρ
eff
i ) (3.7)
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with
SFe =
1
ρFeeq
(3.8)
SCu =
1
ρCueq
(3.9)
where ρFeeq and ρCueq are the electron densities in the equilibrium bcc lattice for Fe and Cu,
respectively. The other constants CFe and CCu are given by
CFe = −F′(ρFeeq ) (3.10)
CCu = −F′(ρCueq ) (3.11)
where F′ is the 1st derivative of the embedding function at the equilibrium electron
density. The values of the parameters SFe, SCu,CFe and CCu, Table 3.1, are chosen so that
the ρeffeq =1 and F′(ρeffeq )=0 (cf. Equation (3.3)) .
Table 3.1: Values of transformation parameters for pure bcc-iron and bcc-copper.
element C S
Fe 0.116093429 0.0380008812
Cu -0.00195739344 0.998555148
Figure 3.1: PM potential:(a) pair interaction. (b) electron density function.
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In the case of the Fe-Cu alloy the total energy of the system is given by,
Epot =
1
2∑i 6=j
VeffFe-Fe(rij) +
1
2∑i 6=j
VeffCu-Cu(rij) +
1
2∑i 6=j
VCu-Fe(rij)
+∑
i
FeffFe (ρ
eff
i ) +∑
i
FeffCu(ρ
eff
i ) (3.12)
where VFe-Cu(rij) = VCu-Fe(rji). The cross-pair interaction is defined as a piece-wise cubic
polynomial
VFe-Cu =
14
∑
i=1
ai(ri − r)3θ(ri − r) (3.13)
Where θ(x) is Heaviside’s step function. The pair interactions for pure and mixed
elements as well as the electron density functions of pure elements are shown in
Figs. 3.1 (a)-(b). The contributions from electron densities are defined by
if i is a Fe atom : ρeffi =∑
j 6=i
φeffFe (rij) +
1
WFeCu
∑
j
φeffCu(rij) (3.14a)
if i is a Cu atom : ρeffi =WFeCu∑
j
φeffFe (rij) +∑
i 6=j
φeffCu(rij) (3.14b)
Pasianot and Malerba [2007] fitted the unknown parameters ai and ri of the cross-pair
potential and the parameter WFeCu using thermodynamic data obtained from the phase
diagram of Fe-Cu alloys as well as Miedema’s relation Miedema [1979] for the electron
density at the boundary of the Wigner-Seitz cell. The values of ai and ri are listed in
Table 3.3 whereas WFeCu is given in Table 3.4. The data used in the fit of PM potential
were taken from experiments as well as DFT calculations. The experimental data includes
the thermodynamic quantities such as mixing enthalpy for the Fe-Cu bcc phase as a
function of concentration and the maximum solubilities of Cu and Fe at equilibrium
in the coexisting bcc ↔ fcc phases of the experimental Fe-Cu diagram. The DFT data
are the binding energy between a vacancy and a copper atom at first, second and third
nearest neighbor Pasianot and Malerba [2007]. To evaluate the PM interatomic potential,
the binding energies of dimers and trimers as well as a monomer binding energy of a
single vacancy or Cu atom to a mixed cluster were calculated and compared to DFT
results which are available from the literature, see Fig. 3.2.
3.2.2 Bonny-Pasianot (BP) potential
The ternary Fe-Cu-Ni interatomic potential developed by Bonny et al. [2009a] is used
to describe the atomic interactions in bcc-Fe with low concentrations of Cu and Ni.
Obviously, this has been the first interatomic potential for a ternary system carefully
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Figure 3.2: The total binding energy of different dimers and the binding energy Eb of a monomer
(inside black square) to a mixed cluster. The upper numbers represents the data obtained by DFT
calculations Becquart and Domain [2003] while the lower numbers represents the data calculated
by PM potential.
designed and tailored for investigations of radiation-induced effects. For the Fe-Cu-
Ni ternary system, 12 functions need to be defined: φFe, φCu, φNi, FFe, FCu, FNi, VFe-Fe,
VCu-Cu, VNi-Ni, VFe-Cu, VFe-Ni and VCu-Ni. The pure species functions were taken from the
literature, choosing the most suitable among those currently available. For Fe, “potential
2” developed by Mendelev et al. [2003], Appendix A, was chosen. For Cu, the interatomic
potential “EAM 1” developed by Mishin et al. [2001], Appendix B, is used, and for Ni, the
potential developed by Voter and Chen [1987], Appendix C, was adopted. For describing
interaction between Fe and Cu the PM potential explained in subsection 3.2 is used. The
interaction between Fe and Ni atoms is treated using the potential of Bonny et al. [2009b],
see Appendix D. As in the case of the PM potential, first the potentials for Fe, Cu, and
Ni were transformed using Equations (3.3) and the parameters SFe, SCu, SNi,CFe,CCu and
CNi were chosen in a similar manner. Their values are given in Table 3.2. The pair-wise
interaction VCu-Ni is parameterised by the cubic spline expansion
VCu-Ni =
13
∑
k=1
ak(rk − r)3θ(rk − r) (3.15)
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where VCu-Ni(rij) = VNi−Cu(rji), and the electron density is given by
if i is a Cu atom : ρeffi =∑
i 6=j
φeffCu(rij) +
1
WCuNi
∑
j
φeffNi(rij) (3.16a)
if i is a Ni atom : ρeffi =WCuNi∑
j
φeffCu(rij) +∑
i 6=j
φeffNi(rij) (3.16b)
Table 3.2: Values of transformation parameters for pure bcc-iron, bcc-copper and bcc-nickel.
element C S
Fe 0.116093429 0.0380008812
Cu -0.00195739344 0.998555148
Ni -24.3575774 2.92527845
The unknown parameters ak and rk of the cross-pair potential VCu-Ni and WCuNi were
fitted in a similar way to that described in the case of the PM potential. The data are given
in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. The pair interaction potential and the electron density functions are
shown in Fig. 3.3
Figure 3.3: BP potential.(a) pair interaction (b) electron density functions.
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4
Simulation Methodology
In order to find the most stable configuration of nanoclusters embedded in the iron
matrix an energy minimization technique is required. For this purpose, there are (at least)
four different methods, Metropolis Monte Carlo (MMC) method, Molecular Dynamics
MD simulations, conjugate gradients (CG) and genetic algorithm. In the present work
a combination of on-lattice simulated annealing based on MMC simulations and of off-
lattice relaxation based on MD is applied. This method is similar to that one used by
Takahashi et al. [2003] and Kulikov et al. [2006]. For the iron system containing vacancies
and Cu atoms the PM potential of Pasianot and Malerba [2007] is used whereas for the
iron system containing vacancies, Cu and Ni atoms the BP potential of Bonny et al. [2009a]
is employed. The simulation cell is a cube containing the bcc-Fe lattice, with x-, y- and
z-directions parallel to the [100], [010] and [001] axes, respectively. Three-dimensional
periodic boundary conditions are applied. The dimensions of the cube are Za× Za× Za,
where a is the lattice constant. The number Z varies between 10 and 14. The larger the
size of a cluster to be considered the larger the size of the simulation cell must be, in
order to avoid artificial interactions with periodic images of the cluster. In this work only
nanoclusters which are coherent with the structure of the bcc-Fe matrix are considered
since experimental measurements reveal the coherency of the small precipitates.
4.1 On-lattice simulated annealing using Metropolis Monte Carlo
method
The rigid bcc lattice of Fe is considered. The calculation procedure is represented by a
flow chart in Fig. 4.1.
i) We start with the simulation box containing randomly distributed vacancies, copper
and nickel atoms of a given number and the potential energy of this configuration is
determined.
ii) The positions of vacancies, Fe, Cu and Ni atoms are randomly exchanged with
positions of unequal atoms and the energy of the new and the old configurations are
compared.
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iii) For accepting or rejecting the exchange trial the Metropolis criterion is used, since it
allows the system to escape local minima. If the configurational energy decreases the new
configuration is accepted. In the case of an increase the new configuration is accepted with
the probability exp(−∆E/kBT), where ∆E is the difference between the energy of the new
and the old configuration and kB is Boltzmann constant. One set of these exchanges over
all atoms in the system is called MC step or macrostep.
iv) The Metropolis MC simulations start at elevated temperature T =600 K and every
100 MC step the temperature is decreased by ∆T=60 K and the steps (ii-iv) are repeated
until the temperature becomes T=0 K. Therefore this procedure is also called simulated
annealing or cooling.
v) Finally, at T=0 K, a single vlCumNin cluster (with l;m; n ≥ 0) is found in all cases
considered in this study. In order to ensure the reliability of the sampling procedure, a
number of checks have been performed by changing some parameters that can affect
sampling, e.g. seed for random number generator, initial temperature, cooling procedure,
number of macrosteps at given temperature and the system size. On average, we obtained
converging results for every check.
4.2 Oﬀ-lattice Molecular Dynamics simulations
In order to perform a further energy minimization, the cluster configurations on rigid
lattice obtained by simulated annealing are further relaxed allowing small displacement
of atoms from their lattice sites. For this purpose a so-called quasi-dynamic quenching is
applied. MD simulations are carried out at T=0 with the restriction that if a component of
the velocity~vi of an atom i is antiparallel to the respective force component (e.g. vxFx <
0) this velocity component is set to zero (e.g. vx = 0). Such a relaxation is performed
for several, slightly different values of the lattice constant and the most stable cluster
configuration corresponds to the lowest formation energy Ef(vlCumNin).
4.3 Surface energy calculation
On a rigid lattice and at T=0, the surface energy of low index surfaces, i.e. {100}, {110} and
{111} of bcc-Fe was calculated and compared with the same surfaces having a monolayer
of Cu and/or Ni. In order to determine the surface energy of pure bcc-Fe, At first
we calculated the configuration energy of the system, in which 3D periodic boundary
conditions are applied, E1. Secondly, the configuration energy for the system, with the
same number of atoms, using periodic boundary conditions in two directions parallel
to the surface plane and fixed boundary conditions normally to the two surfaces is
calculated, then Equation (2.17) is applied.
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Nanoclusters Containing Vacancies and Copper
Atoms
Copper is one of the most important impurities in conventional reactor pressure vessel
steels, with a typical concentration of about 0.05-0.3% which is much higher than its solid
solubility (with a maximum of 1.8 at.% at 850 ◦C Salje and Feller-Kniepmeier [1977]) at the
operating temperature of about 540-570 K. The continuous irradiation by fast neutrons
causes a supersaturation of vacancies and self–interstitials and enhances the diffusion
of Cu which occurs via the vacancy mechanism. The irradiation-enhanced Cu diffusion
leads to the enhanced nucleation of nanosized Cu-rich clusters or precipitates which keep
the body-centered-cubic bcc structure of the iron matrix for radius up to 4 nm. It is well
known that irradiation hardening and related embrittlement of pressure vessel steels are
at least partially due to the precipitation of copper [Refs. Charleux et al. [1996]; Odette
[1983]; Russell and Brown [1972]], these nanoclusters hinder the motion of dislocations
within the grains of the polycrystalline bcc-Fe matrix, thereby reducing ductility and
increasing yield stress with an attendant potential to increase the likelihood of brittle
fracture Fisher et al. [1985].
5.1 Pure vacancy and copper clusters
In the present work about 50 pure vacancy and copper clusters consisting of up to
200 monomers were studied (cf. Appendix G). Fig. 5.1 illustrates the atomic structure
for some most stable configurations. Obviously, these atomic structures show facets
which correspond to the main crystallographic planes {100},{110} and {111}. The cluster
size dependence of formation energy for pure vacancy clusters and pure Cu clusters,
calculated by Equation (2.4), is given in Figs. 5.2. In Figs. 5.2 (a)-(b) the results of Kulikov
et al. [2006]; Takahashi et al. [2003] calculated using AB potential Ackland et al. [1997]
and LF potential Ludwig et al. [1998] are shown for comparison. The difference between
these data and the results of present work obtained by the PM potential is relatively
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Figure 5.1: Atomic structure of some most stable configurations of clusters in bcc-Fe. The facets
correspond to the main crystallographic planes {100}, {110}, {111}. The yellow and purple spheres
illustrate vacancies and Cu atoms, respectively.
small. Figs. 5.3 show the dependence of the total binding energy Ebind on cluster size. As
expected, the absolute value of Ebind increases monotonically. In the case of pure vacancy
clusters (Fig. 5.3 (a)) the data determined by the PM potential agree well with those
obtained from the work of Kulikov et al. [2006] who used the AB and the LF potentials.
In contrast, such an agreement is not found for pure Cu clusters (Fig. 5.3 (b)). However,
the comparison with available DFT data Nishitani et al. [2006] for relatively small Cu
clusters demonstrates that results determined by the PM potential are most reliable,
Fig. 5.3 (b,inset). The value of Ebind is also dependent on the values of the formation
energy of a monovacancy and/or a single Cu atom in bcc-Fe [cf. Equation (2.5)]. In the
framework of the PM potential Ef(v) is equal to 1.71 eV. This value is in satisfactory
agreement with data obtained by positron annihilation spectroscopy (1.60 ± 0.15)eV
Schaefer et al. [1977], 1.5 eV Maier et al. [1978], (2.0± 0.2) eV De Schepper et al. [1983], 1.85
eV Shirai et al. [1988] although lower than predicted by DFT calculations (1.95 eV Domain
and Bequart [2001], 2.02 eV Domain [2006], 2.15 eV Sato et al. [2009], 2.17eV Ohnuma et al.
[2009], 2.09 eV Tateyama and Ohno [2003]). The value of the substitutional energy Ef(Cu)
obtained by the PM potential is 0.4369 eV which is lower than data determined by DFT
0.50 eV Domain and Bequart [2001], 0.55 eV Domain [2006]; Vincent et al. [2005], 0.77 eV
Reith and Podloucky [2009]. The substitutional energy is related to the solubility of Cu in
Fe. It has been shown, Pasianot and Malerba [2007], that the PM potential reproduces
very well the experimental solubility data of Perez et al. [2005] and Salje and Feller-
Kniepmeier [1978]. The data points in Figs. 5.4 (a)-(b) depict the monomer binding
energies for pure vacancy and pure Cu clusters, respectively. They were determined
using Equation (2.6) and the values of Ebind shown in Figs. 5.3 (a)-(b). On average the
absolute value of the monomer binding energy rapidly increases with cluster size for
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Figure 5.2: Formation energy Ef of pure vacancy clusters, inset: formation energy for small clusters
(a) and pure Cu clusters, inset: formation energy for small clusters (b). The filled circles show
the results of this work calculated by the PM potential. The blue and black lines display data
determined by the AB and the LF potentials, respectively Kulikov et al. [2006].
Figure 5.3: Total binding energy Ebind of pure vacancy clusters (a) and pure Cu clusters (b). The
blue and black lines result from data determined by the AB and the LF potentials, respectively
Kulikov et al. [2006]. In the case of pure vacancy clusters (a) the PM, AB and LF potentials lead
to nearly identical results. Inset: comparison of Ebind for small Cu clusters: filled circles depict the
data determined by the PM potential, the triangles show results of DFT calculations Nishitani et al.
[2006]. The analytical fits [Equations (5.2)] to the results obtained by the PM potential are depicted
by the magenta lines.
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small clusters, whereas a slower increase is found for larger clusters. The observed non-
monotonic dependence on the cluster size can be explained by the occurrence of so-called
magic cluster sizes. The clusters with the magic number are characterized by having
highly symmetric configuration and relatively high total binding energy value.
Figure 5.4: Binding energy of a single vacancy to a pure vacancy cluster (a) and that of a single Cu
atom to a pure Cu cluster (b). The data determined by the PM potential are depicted by the filled
circles. The lines show the fits according to Equation (5.3).
On the other hand, Equations (2.6) suggest that the calculation of Eb(v, vl) requires
the knowledge of Ebind(vl) and Ebind(vl−1), i.e. the calculations of Ebind for each (integer)
cluster size must be performed in order to get the dependence of Eb(v, vl) on l. This is a
very time-consuming procedure, in particular for large values of l . The same problem
arises for pure Cu clusters and mixed clusters. Therefore, each (integer) cluster size
was only considered for l,m ≤ 30. On the other hand, Equations (2.6) suggest the
approximations:
Eb(v, vl) ≈ dEbind(vl)dl (5.1a)
Eb(Cu,Cum) ≈ dEbind(Cum)dm (5.1b)
Thus the following procedure is applied in order to determine the monomer binding
energy for arbitrary cluster sizes. At first the dependence of the total binding energy on
the cluster size is fitted to the analytical relations
Ebind(vl) ≈ al2/3 + bl + c (5.2a)
Ebind(Cum) ≈ dm2/3 + em+ f (5.2b)
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and then Equations (5.1) are applied. The fits are valid for l,m ≥ 2. The results of the fits
are shown by the solid lines in Figs. 5.3 (a)-(b), and in Figs. 5.4 (a)-(b). It is clear that it
is not necessary to perform calculations for each (integer) cluster size in order to obtain
a reliable fit. The values of the fit parameters are the following: a = 2.80595 eV, c =
−1.53677 eV, d = 0.59667 eV, and f = −0.60187 eV, with b and e being set to the negative
formation energies of the corresponding monomers, i.e. b = −Ef(v) = −1.71 eV and
e = −Ef(Cu) = −0.4369 eV. It must be emphasized that the ultimate goal of the fit is a
sufficiently correct and compact description of the monomer binding energy for further
use in rate theory and object kinetic Monte Carlo simulations. On the other hand, it is
clear that in the cases l,m = 2 the quantity Ebind must be exactly equal to Eb which is
obviously not true if the simple fit according to Equations (5.2a) is used. Therefore, the fit
parameters are chosen in such a manner that the monomer binding energy is reproduced
with an average relative error of about 20%, for l and m between 2 and 30. Figs. 5.4 (a)-
(b) illustrate the quality of the fit in comparison with the original data. Note that the
rather large relative error is due to the occurrence of so-called magic clusters. However,
the simple fit reproduces very well the main trend.
The relative error of Ebind calculated by Equations (5.2) decreases rapidly with increas-
ing l and m. Above l,m = 10 it is only in the order of a few percent (cf. Appendix G).
Therefore, the approximate values of the monomer binding energy calculated by the
derivatives of Equations (5.2) are also sufficiently accurate for large l and m. The analytical
form of Equations (5.2) is chosen in such a manner that the analytical form of the
derivatives,
Eb(v, vl) ≈ dEbind(vl)dl =
2
3
al−1/3 + b (5.3a)
Eb(Cu,Cum) ≈ dEbind(Cum)dm =
2
3
dm−1/3 + e (5.3b)
corresponds to the relation for the monomer binding energy used in conventional rate
theory [cf. Equation (4) in Ref. Christien and Barbu [2004], for 0 K]. The equation given in
Ref. Christien and Barbu [2004] is based on the classical capillary model (cf. Ref. Mathon
et al. [1997] and Appendix E). In contrast to Ref. Christien and Barbu [2004] in the
present work the monomer binding energy is defined by a negative value in the case of
attraction. Therefore, b and e correspond to the negative value of the formation energy of a
monovacancy and a Cu atom, respectively. The values of b and e can be clearly understood
in the framework of the present atomistic study: In the limit of very large clusters with
nearly planar surfaces the absolute value of the monomer binding energy is identical to
the corresponding formation energy. On the other hand, the coefficients a and d are related
to the quantity γV2/3at (36pi)
1/3 given in Ref. Christien and Barbu [2004], where γ denotes
the cluster-matrix interface energy and Vat is the atomic volume in the bcc-Fe.
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Figs. 5.5 (a)-(b) show the comparison between data for Eb(v, vl) and Eb(Cu,Cum) ob-
tained by the PM, AB and LF potentials and those determined by parameters commonly
used in classical capillary model (cf. Refs. Christien and Barbu [2004], Mathon et al.
[1997], Odette [1998]). In the latter case the parameter values were the following. For
Figure 5.5: Comparison of data for Eb(v, vl) (a) and Eb(Cu,Cum) (b) obtained by Equations (5.3)
(PM potential, black line) with those obtained by numerical differentiation of the curves for Ebind
for AB potential and LF potential (Fig. 5.3), as well as with data obtained by Equations (5.3) with
parameter values commonly used in the classical capillary model (CM) [cf. Refs. Christien and
Barbu [2004], Mathon et al. [1997], Odette [1998]]. The latter data are shown by red and gray lines
and are explained in the text.
pure vacancy clusters Ef(v) was set to 1.6 eV Christien and Barbu [2004] and two values
of the cluster-matrix interface energy were considered Odette [1998]: 0.093 eV/Å2 (red
line in Fig. 5.5 (a)), and 0.124 eV/Å2 (gray line in Fig. 5.5 (a)). In the case of pure Cu
clusters the substitutional energy of a single Cu atom [Ef(Cu) = −d ] was set to 0.539
eV. This value corresponds to the demixing energy given in Ref. Christien and Barbu
[2004]. The value of the cluster-matrix interface energy was obtained from Ref. Mathon
et al. [1997] at 0 K: 0.034 eV/Å2. Fig. 5.5 (a) shows a good agreement between the red
curve obtained by the classical capillary model and the results of atomistic simulations
using different interatomic potentials. The gray line shows a deviation since the cluster-
matrix interface energy of 0.124 eV/Å2 is higher than the corresponding value obtained
by present atomistic simulations (0.095 eV/Å2 in the case of the PM potential). Fig. 5.5 (b)
shows a pronounced difference between the red curve depicting results of the capillary
model and the atomistic data. The main reason for that is the value of the substitutional
energy of Cu used in the capillary model. As already mentioned above, Ef(Cu) is related
to the Cu solubility in Fe. The value of Ef(Cu) used by Christien and Barbu [2004] is based
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on the experimental data of Miller et al. [1998] which seem to be less comprehensive
than those of Perez et al. [2005] and Salje and Feller-Kniepmeier [1978] which could
be reproduced very well by atomistic simulations using the PM potential Pasianot and
Malerba [2007].
5.2 Nucleation of pure vacancy and copper clusters
In order to determine the nucleation free energy of pure vacancy clusters the vacancy
concentration Cvac must be known. Cvac is determined by the irradiation conditions.
During neutron irradiation pairs of vacancies and self-interstitials are formed. These
point defects diffuse, may recombine, and/or may be absorbed by sinks of different
nature, such as dislocations, point defect clusters, etc. The kinetics of vacancies and self-
interstitials is described by two coupled equations (cf. Refs. Mansur [1978], Bergner et al.
[2008b]). Under steady state conditions, the concentration of the vacancies per lattice site
can be estimated by Bergner et al. [2008b],
Cvac =
ρVat
8pir
(√
1+ φ
16pirξσ
ρ2DvacVat
− 1
)
(5.4)
In the derivation of Equation (5.4), see Appendix F, it was assumed that the diffusivity
of vacancies Dvac [Dvac = Dvac0 exp(−Evacm /kBT)] is small compared to that of self-
interstitials Dint [cf. Table 5.1]. φ, ξ and σ denote the neutron dose rate (in cm−2s−1),
the efficiency factor and the displacement-per-atom cross-section, respectively, where
the defect production rate is defined by G = ξφσ. The quantities ρ, Vat and r are the
dislocation density, the atomic volume of the host material and the recombination radius,
respectively. It is assumed that the sink strengths of vacancies and self-interstitials are
nearly equal and in the order of the dislocation density. The absorption of point defects
at other sinks like Cu-rich nanoclusters is assumed to be negligible compared to that at
dislocations. Typical values of the material parameters are given in Table 5.1.
Fig. 5.6 shows the dependence of the steady-state concentration of vacancies on tempera-
ture, for three typical values of neutron dose rate and dislocation density. Note the strong
variation of Cvac with temperature, dislocation density and dose rate. The stationary
concentration of self-interstitials Bergner et al. [2008b]
Cint =
Dvac
Dint
Cvac (5.5)
is much lower than that of vacancies due to Dvac  Dint .
Figs. 5.7 (a)-(b) show the nucleation free energy of pure vacancy clusters and pure
Cu clusters at 600 K, together with the other quantities specified in Equation (2.12).
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Table 5.1: Material parameters used in the estimation of the stationary vacancy concentration. The
values listed in lines 1–5 are from Ref. Odette [1998], whereas the data in lines 8 and 9 are from
Ref. Odette et al. [2005].
Parameter Value
Vacancy migration energy Evacm 1.3 eV
Vacancy pre-exponential factor Dvac0 0.5 cm
2s−1
Interstitial migration energy Eintm 0.4 eV
Interstitial pre-exponential factor Dint0 0.05 cm
2s−1
Recombination radius r 5.74 Å
Dislocation density ρdis 109-1011cm−2
Atomic volume Vat 11.7 Å3
Efficiency factor ξ 0.4
Displacement-per-atom cross-section σ 1.5× 10−5Å2
Figure 5.6: Steady-state concentration of vacancies versus temperature. The blue, green, and black
lines were determined for a neutron dose rate φ of 1011, 1012, and 1013 cm−2s−1, respectively. The
thick solid lines, thin solid lines, and dotted lines show results for a dislocation density of 109,
1010, and 1011 cm−2, respectively.
The maximum of Fnuc denotes the critical size above which cluster formation is pre-
ferred thermodynamically. The vacancy concentration at 600 K was obtained from
Equation (5.4). Under typical irradiation conditions, i.e. neutron dose rate of 1012 cm−2s−1
and dislocation density of about 1010 cm−2, Cvac is about 9.5× 10−9. This value is much
higher than the equilibrium concentration (about 10−15, at 600 K) but much lower than
the typical Cu content (0.05-0.3%). Since the typical steady-state concentration of self-
interstitials is much lower than that of vacancies the influence of these point defects
can be neglected. Fig. 5.8 (a) illustrates the temperature dependence of vacancy cluster
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Figure 5.7: Nucleation free energy Fnuc and the quantities Ebind and −T4Sconf [cf. Equa-
tions (2.12)], for pure vacancy clusters (a) and pure Cu clusters (b) and T =600 K, Cvac =
9.5× 10−9, and CCu=0.003.
Figure 5.8: Temperature dependence of the nucleation free energy of pure vacancy clusters (a),
and concentration dependence of the nucleation free energy of pure Cu clusters at T = 500K (b)
and 600 K (c).
formation. Again, Cvac was determined using Equation (5.4), for the typical values of
neutron dose rate and dislocation density mentioned above. Obviously, the critical size
strongly increases with temperature. The critical size of vacancy clusters at 300, 500,
600, and 700 K is 2, 5, 15, and 121, respectively. The influence of the Cu content on the
nucleation of Cu clusters is depicted in Figs. 5.8 (b)-(c). As expected, the critical cluster
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size increases with decreasing concentration of Cu monomers. At 500 K the critical size is
23, 13, and 10 for CCu = 0.001, 0.002, and 0.003, respectively, and at 600 K and CCu = 0.001,
0.002, and 0.003 it is 124, 41, and 25, respectively. In the present considerations it was
assumed that concentration of Cu monomers does not change during irradiation. This is
only justified at relatively early stages of irradiation.
5.3 Mixed vacancy-copper clusters
In the case of mixed clusters, beside similar faceting observed for pure clusters, a core-
shell structure is found where Cu atoms coat the outer surface of vacancy clusters.
Such a structure was also obtained in previous theoretical investigations using other
interatomic potentials than in the present work Takahashi et al. [2003], Kulikov et al.
[2006]. The atomic arrangements depicted in Fig. 5.9 also suggest that in the case of
Figure 5.9: Atomic structure of some most stable configurations of vlCum clusters. The facets
correspond to the main crystallographic planes {100}, {110}, {111}. The yellow and purple spheres
illustrate vacancies and Cu atoms, respectively.
a partially coated vacancy cluster the Cu atoms are neither uniformly nor randomly
distributed within their shell. In contrast, there are extended regions of Cu depletion
or Cu accumulation. Indications for the core-shell structure of the mixed clusters were
also found by coincidence Doppler broadening measurements of positron annihilation
spectroscopy Nagai et al. [2001]. In order to understand the core-shell structure, the
energies of the {100}, {110}, {111} surfaces of pure bcc-Fe are compared with those of the
same surfaces coated with one monolayer of Cu atoms (Fig. 5.10). The results clearly show
that the existence of the Cu monolayer reduces the surface energy by about 20-30%. The
preference for a core-shell structure is also illustrated in Fig. 5.11. If a Cu atom is replaced
by a vacancy in a cluster, the formation energy generally increases. However, this increase
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Figure 5.10: {100}, {110}, and {111} surfaces of bcc-Fe (grey spheres) coated with one monolayer of
Cu atoms (purple spheres). Inset: Surface energy of pure bcc-Fe in comparison to that in the case
of Cu coating.
is smaller if the vacancy position is inside the cluster compared with a position at the
interface to the bcc-Fe matrix. The results obtained in the present investigations using the
PM potential show a satisfactory agreement with those using DFT calculations Sato et al.
[2009].
About 100 mixed vacancy-copper clusters containing up to 200 monomers were
investigated (cf. Appendix G). The dependence of the formation energy on the cluster
size is given in Fig. 5.12. The value of formation energy Ef(vlCum) is determined by
Equation (2.4). The formation energy increase with the size of the cluster. On the other
hand, Fig. 5.13 shows the values of total binding energy Ebind of vlCum, calculated by
Equations (2.5). As expected, the absolute value of Ebind increases monotonically.
In order to determine the monomer binding energy of a monomer to vlCum cluster
of arbitrary size the following approximate procedure is used. It is based on the core-
shell structure of these clusters and on a fit formulae for the total binding energy similar
to the case of pure vacancy clusters and pure Cu clusters. If the inner vacancy cluster
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Figure 5.11: Change of formation energy 4E, if in the Cu15 cluster a copper atom is replaced by
a vacancy at three different positions (1, 2, and 3). Inset: The results obtained by the PM potential
are compared with those using DFT calculations Sato et al. [2009].
Figure 5.12: Formation energy Ef of vlCum clusters obtained by the PM potential. The dots depict
the original data whereas the colored area with the grid is only drawn to guide the eye
is completely coated by Cu atoms, the total binding energy can be estimated by the
difference between the binding energies of a cluster Cul+m cluster (outer radius of the
Cu shell) and a cluster Cul (inner radius of the Cu shell) plus the total binding energy
E
′
bind(vl) of the inner vl cluster in the environment of Cu atoms:
Ebind(vlCum) ≈ Ebind(Cul+m)− Ebind(Cul) + E′bind(vl) (5.6)
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Figure 5.13: Total binding energy of vlCum clusters determined by the PM potential. While the
small spheres depict the original data, the colored area with the grid shows the analytical fit
according to Equations (5.13).
with
E
′
bind(vl) ≈ a
′
l2/3 + b
′
l + c
′
(5.7)
However, the number of Cu atoms may not suffice to cover the inner vacancy cluster
completely. The critical number of Cu atoms required for a full coverage can be estimated
as following (cf. Fig. 5.14)
(a) (b)
Figure 5.14: vl with a full shell of Cu atoms (a) vl with a partial shell of Cu atoms (b).
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4Vc = 4piR2D ≈ mcVat (5.8)
where4Vc is the volume of the Cu layer with thickness D, R is the radius of inner vacancy
cluster, mc is the number of Cu atoms required for full coverage of vacancy cluster and
Vat is the atomic volume. The volume of the inner vacancy cluster vl is given by:
V =
4
3
piR3 = lVat ⇒ R =
(
3lVat
4pi
)1/3
(5.9)
where the atomic volume of an atom is given by:
Vat =
4
3
pir3 (5.10)
Assuming that the thickness of Cu layer is D ≈ 2r, then the above equation can be written
as
Vat =
pi
6
D3 ⇒ D =
(
6Vat
pi
)1/3
(5.11)
substituting the values of R and D from Equation (5.9) and Equation (5.11) into Equa-
tion (5.8) respectively, the value of mc is obtained:
mc ≈ 6l2/3 (5.12)
In order to avoid numerical problems in the case l = 0 , in the following the relation
mc ≈ 6l2/3 + 1 is used. This slight modification is acceptable within the framework of the
simple model employed. Using mc and Equation (5.6) the total binding energy of a mixed
cluster with arbitrary coverage can be estimated by
Ebind(vlCum)≈ E1bind(vlCum) + E2bind(vlCum) (5.13a)
E1bind(vlCum)= Ebind(Cul+m)− Ebind(Cul) + θ
(
m
mc
− 1
)
E
′
bind(vl) (5.13b)
E2bind(vlCum)=
[
1− θ
(
m
mc
− 1
)][
m
mc
E
′
bind(vl) +
(
1− m
mc
)
Ebind(vl)
]
(5.13c)
Note that these relations are valid for l +m ≥ 2. For numerical reasons the step function
is approximated by
θ
(
m
mc
− 1
)
≈ 1
1+ exp
[
q
(
m
mc
− 1
)] (5.14)
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with q = −5. Note that Equation (5.7) is not identical with Equation (5.2a) for a pure
vacancy cluster. The parameters a
′
, b
′
and c
′
are determined in the following manner. In
the case l = 0 Equation (5.2b) holds, therefore c
′
= f . Two alternative strategies may be
used to determine a
′
and b
′
:(i) Since the inner vacancy cluster has an interface to bcc-Cu, a
′
may be estimated by a
′
= γV2/3at (36pi)
1/3 where γ is the average over the surface energies
calculated for the {100}, {110}, and {111} faces. The remaining parameter b
′
may be fitted to
the original data set calculated by atomistic simulations, (ii) Both a
′
and b
′
may be fitted to
the original data. In this work the first strategy was applied. The results are γ = 0.08376
eV/Å2, a
′
=2.1 eV and b
′
= -1.71 eV. Ebind(vlCum) calculated by Equations (5.13) is shown
by the colored area in Fig. 5.13, whereas the small spheres depict the original data. The
rather good agreement demonstrates that the simple physically-based model employed
to derive Equations (5.13-5.14) is reasonable.
Figure 5.15: Binding energy Eb of a single vacancy to a mixed vlCum cluster (a) and that of a single
Cu atom to a mixed vlCum cluster (b).
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Having established simple and compact formulae for the total binding energy of
mixed clusters the corresponding monomer binding energy can be calculated by the
derivatives.
Eb(v, vlCum) ≈ ∂Ebind(vlCum)∂l (5.15a)
Eb(Cu, vlCum) ≈ ∂Ebind(vlCum)∂m (5.15b)
These data are depicted in Figs. 5.15 (a)-(b). In the case of m=0 the data of Figs. 5.15 (a)
are identical to those of Fig. 5.4 (a), and for l=0 the data of Figs. 5.15 (b) agree with those
depicted in Fig. 5.4 (b). Figs. 5.15 (a)-(b) clearly show different characteristics for m < mc
and m > mc where the “ridge” indicates the dependence of mc on l. On the average, for
a given number of Cu atoms, the absolute value of the total binding energy of a vacancy
and that of a Cu atom to a cluster increases with increasing number of vacancies. For a
given number of vacancies, the binding of a vacancy to a vlCum cluster becomes slightly
stronger if the inner vacancy cluster is completely coated by Cu atom. Whether or not the
inner vacancy cluster is fully covered by Cu atoms also determines the Cu total binding
energy at a given number of vacancies. In the case of full coverage the value of the total
binding energy of a Cu atom is close to that for pure Cu clusters, whereas for partial
coverage the Cu binding is higher due to the influence of vacancies.
5.4 Scenario of cluster formation
Based on the results of the present work and on experimental data obtained by positron
annihilation spectroscopy Xu et al. [2008]and small-angle neutron scattering Bergner
et al. [2010], it can be assumed that the radiation-enhanced formation of vlCum clusters
occurs according to the following scenario. Continuous neutron irradiation leads to
supersaturation of vacancies and self-interstitials. In the steady state the concentration
of vacancies is much higher than that of self-interstitials. On the other hand, under
typical irradiation conditions and at temperatures between 500 and 600 K the vacancy
concentration is some orders of magnitude lower than that of Cu atoms [cf. Fig. 5.6].
Therefore, most vacancies are required to transport Cu atoms. As long as enough isolated
Cu atoms are available in the bcc-Fe matrix, nucleation of vlCum clusters takes place. Since
the binding energy of a vacancy to a vlCum cluster is relatively high (cf. Fig. 5.15 (a)), the
major part of the vacancies required for Cu diffusion should remain in the cluster. With
increasing neutron dose isolated Cu atoms are less and less available. Consequently, the
tendency of forming pure vacancy clusters and the vacancy content of the mixed clusters
may increase.
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Nanoclusters Containing Vacancies, Copper and
Nickel Atoms
In contrast to copper, nickel is a major alloying element of some ferritic steels used
in NPP. In these steels, Cu and Ni are considered to be the two chemical elements
mainly responsible for hardening and embrittlement and their concentration is explicitly
included as a variable in the empirical correlations describing the evolution of the
radiation-induced ductile-brittle transition temperature ASTM [2007].
Nanoclusters are observed in neutron-irradiated model alloys containing both Cu and
Ni Buswell et al. [1990] and Bergner et al. [2010], but also in irradiated alloys containing
either Cu Xu et al. [2006], Nagai et al. [2003], Ulbricht et al. [2006] or Ni Bergner et al.
[2008b]. In the first case synergies between Ni and Cu were found, leading to specific
nanocluster properties and mechanical behavior. It is found that the nanometer-size
precipitates are coherent and possess the bcc structure of Fe Othen et al. [1994]; Pizzini
et al. [1990]; Buswell et al. [1990]. The contribution of Ni content to irradiation hardening
and embrittlement was not fully realised until recently. It was shown that this effect is
important for steels having Ni contents greater than 0.4 wt.%. Materials with high Cu
and Ni contents will have high irradiation sensitivity while those with low Cu and Ni
content will be practically insensitive to irradiation IAEA [2005].
During the operation of a nuclear reactor the irradiation of the pressure vessel by fast
neutrons generates a supersaturation of vacancies and self–interstitials. This increases
the diffusion of Cu and Ni by orders of magnitude, since their migration requires the
presence of point defects. It is mostly assumed that Cu and Ni diffusion occurs via the
vacancy mechanism. This is consistent with the findings that nanoclusters do not only
contain Cu and/or Ni but also vacancies (Bergner et al. [2010]; Xu et al. [2006]; Nagai
et al. [2003]; Bergner et al. [2008b]). While it is generally accepted that Cu always migrates
together with vacancies, in the case of Ni the situation is less clear Vincent et al. [2005].
At operating temperature of a nuclear reactor (540–570 K) the solubility of Cu in bcc-Fe is
considerably lower (<0.01% Salje and Feller-Kniepmeier [1977]; Miller et al. [1998]) than
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the Cu concentration in conventional pressure vessel steels (0.05–0.3%). The formation
of Cu-containing precipitates is therefore radiation-enhanced. On the other hand, at the
given temperature the solubility of Ni (<5% Romig and Goldstein [1980]; Cacciamani
et al. [2006]) is higher than the Ni content (<3%). In this case the formation of clusters
containing Ni is called radiation-induced since a real thermodynamic driving force for
cluster nucleation does not exist.
6.1 Pure nickel quasi-clusters
In this work about 25 agglomerates containing up to 40 Ni atoms were studied. In all cases
a regular arrangement of Ni atoms in the second nearest neighbor distance was found.
Therefore, these agglomerates are called quasi–clusters. Fig. 6.1 (a) depicts the structure
of the Ni atoms in the Fe matrix. The quasi–cluster structure of Nin may be due to the
artifact of BP potential. The BP potential indicates that the binding between two Ni atoms
is attractive at 2nd nearest neighbor distance and repulsive at the 1st nearest neighbor
distance. It was shown in Ref. Bonny et al. [2009b] that in the literature contradictory DFT
result exist on the binding energy between two Ni atoms.
The total binding energy of Ni quasi-clusters has been determined by Equation (2.5).
Similar to fitting formulae for pure vl and Cum clusters, the dependance of binding energy
of Nin quasi–clusters on cluster size is fitted according to Equation (6.1). The results of
atomistic simulation and the fit are illustrated in Fig. 6.1 (b) (cf. Appendix G).
Ebind(Nin) ≈ gn2/3 + hn (6.1)
Figure 6.1: (a) Atomic configuration of a Ni40 quasi-cluster. Atoms of the bcc-Fe matrix are not
shown. (b) Total binding energy of pure Ni quasi-clusters: The filled circles depict results obtained
by the atomistic simulations and the black line shows the analytical fit to these data according to
Equation (6.1).
The value of h was set equal to the negative formation (or substitional) energy of Ni atom
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in Fe-matrix, h = −Ef(Ni) = −0.1713 eV, and the value of the fit parameter g is 0.1233
eV. The absolute value of Ebind(Nin) increases with the cluster size.
6.2 Binary vacancy-nickel quasi-clusters
Fig. 6.2 shows the atomic structure of the most stable configurations of binary vlNin
aggregates consisting of a pure vl cluster, surrounded by an agglomeration of Ni atoms.
Ni atoms are not closer to a vacancy or to another Ni atom than the second nearest
neighbor distance. The atomic arrangement of Ni atoms in a binary vlNin quasi-cluster
is identical to that of the Nin. The peculiar structure of vlNin can be understood in
Figure 6.2: Atomic structures of most stable configurations of two binary vlNin quasi-clusters. The
yellow and green spheres illustrate vacancies and Ni atoms, respectively.
terms of the weak interaction between Ni atoms and vacancies. In the framework of
the interatomic potential used in this work Bonny et al. [2009a,c] only their second
nearest neighbor interactions are attractive whereas the first, third, etc. nearest neighbor
interactions are repulsive. This is consistent with the discussion in Ref. Bonny et al.
[2009b], where a Fe-Ni potential was used, which differs only slightly from the Fe-Cu-
Ni potential employed in the present work. Moreover, it was shown in Ref. Bonny et al.
[2009b] that in the literature contradictory DFT data exist on the binding energy between
a Ni atom and a vacancy. Positive as well as negative values were obtained. On the
other hand, all investigations obtained rather weak interactions between two Ni atoms
and between a Ni atom and a vacancy. However, there are experimental indications for
the existence of vlNin quasi-clusters. Small-angle neutron scattering studies identified
irradiation-induced clusters in a diluted Fe-Ni alloy with an average vacancy-Ni ratio of
0.4-0.5 Bergner et al. [2008b].
Since vlNin quasi-clusters do not show a core-shell structure like vlCum clusters (chap-
ter 5), another type of analytical fit must be used in order to describe their total binding
energy. The relatively weak interactions between the Ni atoms as well as between Ni and
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a vacancy suggest the following relation,
Ebind(vlNin) = Ebind(vl) + Ebind(Nin) + r×min(l2/3, n2/3) (6.2)
The third term describes the interaction of the vacancy cluster with the surrounding Ni
agglomeration [cf. Fig. 6.2]. It is assumed that this interaction depends on the contact area
between vl and Nin. Since this contact area is mainly determined by the cluster with the
smallest surface, the term min(l2/3, n2/3) is used. The fit to the original data obtained by
the atomistic simulations led to r = −0.011 eV. The results are shown in Fig. 6.3. From
previous discussion it is clear that the absolute value of the binding energy of a cluster is
mainly determined by the content of vacancies. The relative error of the fit, Equation (6.2),
to the atomistic data is some percent, cf. Appendix G.
Figure 6.3: Total binding energy of vlNin quasi-clusters: While the small spheres depict the original
data, the colored area with the grid shows the analytical fit according to Equation (6.2)
6.3 Binary copper-nickel clusters
Similar to vlCum clusters, CumNin clusters exhibit a core-shell structure in which Ni
atoms cover the inner copper cluster, see Fig. 6.4. Their faceting is identical to that of the
vlCum clusters. Previous MMC simulations based on the parameterizations of a simple
pair interaction between the different atomic species indicated cluster configurations
similar to those found in the present work [Liu et al. [1997]; Odette and Wirth [1997]].
In these publications it was also shown that the assumption of a core-shell structure of
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Figure 6.4: Atomic structures of most stable configurations of some binary CumNin clusters. The
purple and green spheres illustrate Cu and Ni atoms, respectively.
Figure 6.5: Comparison of the formation energy of a Cu14Ni cluster with two different positions
of the Ni atom. The results of the present work are compared with those of DFT calculations Seko
et al. [2004].
CumNin clusters is consistent with experimental results obtained by small-angle neutron
scattering and atomic probe analysis. Present results are also in qualitative agreement
with results of first-principle-based atomic kinetic Monte Carlo simulations of the initial
stage of cluster formation Vincent et al. [2006]. The association of Ni and Cu in radiation-
induced precipitates was also found within the framework of a recent IAEA Coordinated
Research Project, by a combination of different methods of microstructural investigations
IAEA [2005]. For instance, atom probe field-ion microscopy (APFIM) measurements
(cf. Miller et al. [2000]) revealed the attachment of Ni atoms to Cum clusters. For a
qualitative explanation of the core-shell structure of the CumNin clusters a pure Cu15
cluster is considered and one Cu atom is replaced by Ni at different positions. The
formation energy is the lowest if the Ni atom has a relatively small number of Cu
neighbors, i.e. if its position is at the rim of the cluster. This is in qualitative agreement
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with results of DFT calculations of Seko et al. [2004], see Fig. 6.5. In this work about 25
CumNin clusters were studied which contain up to 40 monomers (Appendix G).
6.4 Ternary vacancy-copper-nickel clusters
The ternary vlCumNin clusters show facets which correspond to the main crystallographic
planes {100}, {110}, and {111}. They are characterized by a core-shell structure with a core
consisting of a vacancy cluster covered by a shell of Cu atoms and with an outer shell
of Ni atoms, see Fig. 6.6. Ni atoms are never nearest neighbors of vacancies but nearest
neighbors of Cu atoms. If the inner vacancy cluster is only partially covered by Cu and Ni
Figure 6.6: Atomic structure of most stable configurations of some ternary vlCumNin clusters. The
yellow, purple and green spheres illustrate vacancies, Cu and Ni atoms, respectively. Atoms of the
bcc-Fe matrix are not shown.
atoms, the solute atoms are neither uniformly nor randomly distributed within their shell,
but there are regions of depletion and accumulation. In regions where the inner vacancy
cluster is not covered by Cu, a Ni atom is not closer to a vacancy than the second nearest
neighbor distance. Similar to the case of vlCum and CumNin the core-shell structure of
the vlCumNin clusters can be explained qualitatively by considering the surface energy
of bcc-Fe covered with monolayers of Cu and Ni was investigated, Fig. 6.7. The results
clearly show that for {100}, {110}, and {111} surfaces, the surface energy is minimized if
bcc-Fe is first coated by the Ni monolayer, followed by the Cu monolayer. Note that in
this simplified model the surface represents the interface to the inner vacancy cluster.
The above considerations demonstrate that the Cu and Ni shells are arranged in such
a sequence that the total interface energy between the vlCumNin cluster and the bcc-
Fe matrix is minimized. Another qualitative explanation of the core-shell structure is
illustrated in Fig. 6.8. The most stable configuration of v1Cu13Ni1 is that with a second
nearest neighbor distance between the vacancy in the center and the Ni atom at the rim.
The fit formulae for the total binding energy of ternary vlCumNin as well as binary
CumNin clusters can be obtained by a similar approach previously discussed in chapter 5
for the vlCum clusters. First we determine the critical number of Ni atoms required to coat
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Figure 6.7: {100}, {110}, and {111} surfaces of bcc-Fe (light grey spheres) coated with one monolayer
of Ni atoms (green spheres) followed by one monolayer of Cu atoms (purple spheres). Inset:
Surface energy of pure bcc-Fe in comparison to that for two different sequences of coating of
bcc-Fe by Ni and Cu monolayer.
Figure 6.8: Atomic structure of most stable configurations of some ternary vlCumNin clusters. The
yellow, purple and green spheres illustrate vacancies, Cu and Ni atoms, respectively. Atoms of the
bcc-Fe matrix are not shown.
the outer surface of Cu shell, Fig. 6.9, in a similar way as obtained by Equations (5.8–5.12),
thus the critical number of Ni atoms required to cover Cu outer surface is nc ≈ 6m2/3 + 1.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.9: vlCum with a full shell of Ni atoms (a) vlCum with a partial shell of Ni atoms (b).
Then, relations similar to Equations (5.6) are used, at first the binding energy of a ternary
cluster whether or not completely covered with Ni atoms is written as:
Ebind(vlCumNin) ≈ E1bind(vlCumNin) + E2bind(vlCumNin) (6.3a)
E1bind(vlCumNin) = Ebind(Nil+m+n)− Ebind(Nil+m) + θ
(
n
nc
− 1
)
E
′
bind(vlCum) (6.3b)
E2bind(vlCumNin) =
[
1− θ
(
n
nc
− 1
)][
n
nc
E
′
bind(vlCum) +
(
1− n
nc
)
Ebind(vlCum)
]
(6.3c)
The quantity Ebind(vlCum) is given by Equations (5.13), whereas E
′
bind(vlCum) corre-
sponds to the binding energy of the inner vlCum cluster in contact to the outer Ni shell and
is defined similarly to Ebind(vlCum), but in Equations (5.13) E
′
bind(Cul+m ) and E
′
bind(Cul)
must be used instead of Ebind(Cul+m) and Ebind(Cul+m), where
E
′
bind(Cuk) ≈ d
′
k2/3 + e
′
k (6.4)
The parameters d
′
, and e
′
were determined in the following manner. The value of e
′
is
set equal to the negative formation or substitutional energy of a single Cu atom in bcc-Fe
(e
′
=-0.4369 eV) and a fit to original data of the binding energy of the vlCumNin clusters
led to d
′
= 0.531 eV which is somewhat lower than the value of d (see section 5.3).
The original and the fitted data for the binding energy of the binary CumNin and the
ternary vlCumNin clusters are given in Appendix G. Expectedly, the absolute value of
Ebind (CumNin) increases monotonically with cluster size, Fig. 6.10. Adding Cu atoms
to the cluster leads to a stronger increase of this absolute value than adding Ni atoms.
Fig. 6.11 illustrates the increase of the absolute value of binding energy if a vlCum cluster
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is surrounded by Ni atoms, the addition of 8 and 16 Ni atoms leads to an increase of the
absolute value of about 1.3 and 2.6 eV, respectively.
Figure 6.10: Total binding energy of binary CumNin clusters: While the small spheres depict the
original data, the colored area with the grid shows the analytical fit according to Equations (6.3).
Figure 6.11: Total binding energy of ternary vlCumNin: the colored area with the grid shows the
analytical fit according to Equations (6.3).
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6.5 Inﬂuence of nickel atoms on formation of clusters
The comparison between formation energies of Cum and CumNin clusters, Fig. 6.12, shows
that the formation energy of Cum containing Ni atoms is higher than that of pure copper
clusters. The effect of addition of Ni atoms is clear up to some Cum cluster size after
this certain size Ni atoms has no effects. As can be seen in Fig. 6.12 the three curves
of pure Cum, CumNi5 and CumNi10 start to collapse at certain cluster size. These results
Figure 6.12: Formation energy of Cum and CumNin clusters: the arrow points to starting of curves
collapsing
suggest that Ni atoms has an effect during the nucleation stage. The influence of Ni on the
nucleation of ternary and binary clusters is illustrated in Figs. 6.13. These figures show
the relative decrease of the cluster formation energy due to the attachment of Ni atoms to
the vlCum, Cum and vl clusters, i.e. the quantities
R(vlCumNin) =
Ef(vlCumNin)− Ef(vlCum)− nEf(Ni)
Ef(vlCum) + nEf(Ni)
(6.5a)
R(CumNin) =
Ef(CumNin)− Ef(Cum)− nEf(Ni)
Ef(Cum) + nEf(Ni)
(6.5b)
R(vlNin) =
Ef(vlNin)− Ef(vl)− nEf(Ni)
Ef(vl) + nEf(Ni)
(6.5c)
From the previous results it is clear that the formation energy of vlCumNin (CumNin, vlNin)
clusters is lower than the sum of the formation energy of vlCum, Cum and vl clusters and
n well separated Ni atoms. This is because in all cases considered the formation of a
single cluster is energetically favored. Figs. 6.13 (a)-(c) illuminate that the presence of Ni
in the diluted iron alloy leads to a higher relative decrease of cluster formation energy for
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Figure 6.13: Influence of Ni on the nucleation of ternary and binary clusters: The figure shows the
relative decrease of cluster formation energies due to the attachment of Ni atoms to the vlCum,
Cum, and vl clusters, given by Equations (6.5).
smaller cluster than for larger clusters. Thus, more Ni promotes the nucleation of ternary
or binary clusters containing vacancies and Cu, compared to the situation with less Ni.
Since for larger clusters the relative decrease is smaller, the energetics determining the
cluster growth is less influenced by Ni. These findings are in agreement with previous
publications. Positron annihilation studies showed that Ni promotes the formation of
clusters containing vacancies Nagai et al. [2003]. Investigations by small-angle neutron
scattering revealed a three times larger volume fraction of irradiation-induced clusters for
a diluted Fe-Ni alloy than for pure Fe, and a vacancy to Ni ratio of 0.4-0.5 was deduced
for an average scatterer Bergner et al. [2008b]. Atomic kinetic Monte Carlo simulations
of the initial stage of cluster formation demonstrated that Ni stimulates the nucleation
of Cu-rich clusters Bonny et al. [2009a] which is in agreement with results of atom
probe analysis Buswell et al. [1990]. In small-angle neutron scattering studies a higher
volume fraction of irradiation-induced clusters was measured in a diluted Fe-Mn-Ni-Cu
alloy than in a comparable Fe-Cu alloy, for irradiation doses above about 0.075 dpa. This
may be also considered as an indication for the stimulating effect of Ni Bergner et al.
[2010]. However, the above statements must be considered with caution since there are
also reports that the presence of Ni does not change the precipitation of Cu Vincent et al.
[2008] and Maury et al. [1991].
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Summary
Neutron irradiation-induced nano-sized precipitates are considered to be the origin of
hardening and embrittlement of ferritic steel used as structural material for pressure
vessels of nuclear reactors, since these nanoclusters hinder the motion of dislocations
within the grains of the polycrystalline bcc-Fe matrix. Investigations showed that these
precipitates are coherent with bcc-Fe matrix and consist of Cu, Ni, other foreign atoms,
and vacancies.
In the present work a combination of on-lattice simulated annealing in the framework
of Metropolis Monte Carlo method and subsequent off-lattice relaxation, has been applied
to determine the most stable configuration as well as the total binding energy of coherent
nanoclusters in bcc-Fe containing vacancies, Cu and Ni. The most recent interatomic
potentials developed to treat the atomic interaction in Fe-Cu-Ni were employed. Using
interatomic potential methods allows simulating large cluster sizes since First-Principles
calculations are not practical for clusters consisting up to some 100 atoms and vacancies.
About 360 different clusters containing up to 200 monomers have been investigated.
All clusters show facets corresponding to the main crystallographic planes in bcc-Fe. In
addition to facets, a core-shell structure was found for vlCum, CumNin and vlCumNin. In
the case of vlCum clusters, Cu atoms cover the outer surface of vacancy cluster. Binary
CumNin clusters show a similar structure where Ni atoms cover the inner copper cluster.
Ternary vlCumNin exhibit a core-shell structure with vacancies in the core coated by a
shell of Cu atoms and with an outer shell of Ni atoms. In many cases the Cu and/or Ni
shells are not complete but there are regions of depletion and accumulation. It has been
shown qualitatively why this core–shell structure corresponds to the state of minimum
interface energy between the cluster and the bcc-Fe matrix. On the contrary, nickel and
vacancy-nickel exhibit a quasi-cluster structure. In the case of Nin agglomerates of Ni
atoms in the 2nd nearest neighbor position are found. The vlNin quasi-clusters consist of a
pure vl cluster surrounded by an agglomeration of Ni atoms which is similar to a pure Ni
quasi-cluster Nin. These quasi-cluster structures can be understood by the peculiarities of
the binding between two Ni atoms and between a Ni atom and a vacancy. Bonny-Pasianot
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(BP) potential indicates that the binding is attractive at the 2nd nearest neighbor distance
and repulsive for 1st nearest neighbors. In all clusters and quasi-clusters considered Ni
atoms may be nearest neighbors of Cu atoms but never nearest neighbors of vacancies
or other Ni atoms. The structure of the clusters formed in the present work is consistent
with experimental observations and with results of pairwise calculations.
The formation energy and absolute value of the total binding energy of the clusters
increase with cluster size. For small copper clusters the total binding energy determined
in this work shows a good agreement with literature data obtained by first-principle
calculations. In the case of pure vacancy and pure Cu clusters the absolute value of the
monomer binding energy shows a rapid increase with cluster size for small clusters and
saturation for large clusters. The same overall trend is found for mixed vlCum clusters. It
has been demonstrated that the presence of Ni atoms promotes the nucleation of clusters
containing vacancies and Cu. This is in agreement with experimental observations and
with results of atomic kinetic Monte Carlo simulations. On the other hand, the influence
of Ni decreases during the cluster growth.
In order to describe the nucleation of a cluster from monomers a simple atomistic nu-
cleation model has been established, and for typical irradiation conditions the nucleation
free energy of pure vacancy and pure copper clusters as well as the critical size for cluster
formation have been estimated. The critical size is found to increase with temperature
and to decrease with the Cu concentration.
Evolution of nano-sized precipitates under neutron irradiation is efficiently described
by Rate Theory or object KMC. These methods need input data which are hardly
accessible by experiments. In the present work, a compact and rather accurate analytical
formulae for the total binding energy have been derived from the results of the atomistic
simulations. The fit formulae are based on the specific atomic structure of the different
clusters (core-shell and quasi-cluster) and on the capillary model. Important energetic
characteristics of the nanoclusters such as monomer or dimer binding energies can be
easily obtained from the analytical expressions for the total binding energy.
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A
Mendelev Potential for Iron
The interatomic potential, developed by Mendelev et al. [2003] and denoted as “poten-
tial 2”, was fitted to reproduce the crystal and liquid properties of iron. This potential was
constructed in the framework of EAM model, the pair interaction is defined by
V(r) =

Z2q2e
r
ψ
(
r
rs
)
for r < r1,
exp (B0 + B1r+ B2r2 + B3r3) for r1 ≤ r < r2,
15
∑
k=1
aVk (r
V
k − r)3θ(rVk − r) for r ≥ r2.
(A.1)
where Z is the atomic number, qe is the charge of an electron, θ(x) is the Heaviside step
function
rs = 0.88534
rB√
2Z1/3
(A.2)
ψ(x) = 0.1818 exp (−3.2x) + 0.5099 exp (−0.9423x)
+ 0.2802 exp (−0.4029x) + 0.02817 exp (−0.2016x) (A.3)
and rB is the Bohr radius. A detailed explanation of the functional form used in
Equation (A.1) can be found in the papers by Ackland et al. [1997] and Biersack and
Ziegler [1982]. The electron density function is written as a cubic spline
φ(r) =
3
∑
k=1
aφk (r
φ
k − r)3θ(r
φ
k − r)
and the embedding energy as
F(ρ) = −ρ1/2 + aFρ2
The coefficients for the “potential 2” are given in Table A.1.
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Table A.1: The parameters for “potential 2” of Mendelev et al. [2003] where all distances are
expressed in (Å) and energies in (eV).
Parameter Value
r1 1.00
r2 2.00
B0 6.4265260576348
B1 1.7900488524286
B2 -4.5108316729807
B3 1.0866199373306
aV1 (r
V
1 ) 0.0
aV2 (r
V
2 ) -24.028204854115(2.2)
aV3 (r
V
3 ) 11.3006916477(2.3)
aV4 (r
V
4 ) 5.3144495820462(2.4)
aV5 (r
V
5 ) -4.6659532856049(2.5)
aV6 (r
V
6 ) 5.9637758529194(2.6)
aV7 (r
V
7 ) -1.7710262006061(2.7)
aV8 (r
V
8 ) 0.85913830768731(2.8)
aV9 (r
V
9 ) -2.1845362968261(3.0)
aV10(r
V
10) 2.6424377007466(3.3)
aV11(r
V
11) -1.0358345370208(3.7)
aV12(r
V
12) 0.33548264951582(4.2)
aV13(r
V
13) -0.046448582149334(4.7)
aV14(r
V
14) -0.0070294963048689(5.3)
aV15(r
V
15) 0.0
aφ1 (r
φ
1 ) 11.686859407970(2.4)
aφ2 (r
φ
2 ) -0.014710740098830(3.2)
aφ3 (r
φ
3 ) 0.47193527075943(4.2)
aF -0.00035387096579929
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Figure A.1: Pair interaction (a) and electron density function (b) for “potential 2”, Mendelev et al.
[2003]
The pair interaction and the electron density function are shown in Fig. A.1. The
coefficients of the potential were chosen to fit selected iron properties obtained from
experiments and DFT calculations, see Table A.2.
Table A.2: Physical properties of Fe used in the fit of “potential 2” of Mendelev et al. [2003]. abccT=0
is equilibrium lattice constant at T = 0 for bcc lattice, afccT=0 is equilibrium lattice constant at T = 0
for fcc lattice, ∆Ebcc→fcc is transformation energy from bcc into fcc lattice, Evf is the unrelaxed
formation energy of a vacancy in pure bcc iron, Eif is formation energy of an interstitial (〈100〉,
〈110〉 and 〈111〉) dumbbells, and C11,C12, and C44 are the elastic constants of bcc iron.
Property Target “potential 2” Property Target “potential 2”
abccT=0 (Å) 2.8553 2.8553 E
i
f 〈100〉(eV) 4.37 b 4.34
afccT=0 (Å) 3.6583 3.6584 E
i
f 〈110〉(eV) 3.41b 3.53
∆Ebcc→fcc(eV/atom) 0.122b 0.120 Eif 〈111〉(eV) 4.11b 4.02
C11 (GPa)(bcc) 243.4a 243.4 Evf (eV) 1.84
a 1.84
C12 (GPa)(bcc) 145.0a 145.0
C44 (GPa)(bcc) 116.0a 116.0
a Ackland et al. [1997]
b First-Principles
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Mishin Potential for Copper
Based on EAM scheme, Mishin et al. [2001] developed an interatomic potential for copper,
denoted as “EAM 1” which nicely reproduces the energetics and mechanical stability
of equilibrium and non-equilibrium structures of copper. The functional form of pair
interaction for Cu is written as
V(r) =[E1M(r, r
(1)
0 , α1) + E2M(r, r
(2)
0 , α2) + δ]
× ψ
(
r− rc
h
)
−
3
∑
n=1
θ(r(n)s − r)Sn(r(n)s − r)4 (B.1)
where
M(r, r0, α) = exp[−2α(r− r0)]− 2 exp[−α(r− r0)] (B.2)
is a Morse function and θ(x) is the unit step function. Equation (B.1) includes a cutoff
function ψ(x)
ψ(x) =

0 if x ≥0,
x4
(1+ x4)
if x <0.
(B.3)
The electron density function is taken in the form,
φ(r) = [a exp(−β1(r− r(3)0 )2) + exp(−β2(r− r(4)0 ))]× ψ
(
r− rc
h
)
(B.4)
Table B.1 shows the parameters for “EAM 1” potential and the shape of pair interaction
potential and electron density function is shown in Fig. B.1. The many-body term
(embedding function) is represented by a polynomial
F(ρ) = F(0) +
1
2
F(2)(ρ− 1)2 +
4
∑
n=1
qn(ρ− 1)n+2 for ρ < 1 (B.5)
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and
F(ρ) =
F(0) + 12F
(2)(ρ− 1)2 + q1(ρ− 1)3 +Q1(ρ− 1)4
1+Q2(ρ− 1)3 for ρ > 1 (B.6)
Table B.1: parameters used for the potential “EAM 1” Mishin et al. [2001]
Parameter Value Parameter Value
rc(Å) 5.50679 S3 (eV/Å4) 1.15000×103
h(Å) 0.50037 a 3.80362
E1(eV) 2.01458×102 r(3)0 (Å) -2.19885
E2(eV) 6.59288×10−3 r(4)0 (Å) -2.61984×102
r(1)0 (Å) 0.83591 β1(Å
−2) 0.17394
r(2)0 (Å) 4.46867 β2(Å
−1) 5.35661×102
α1(Å−1) 2.97758 F(0)(eV) -2.28235
α2(Å−1) 1.54927 F(2)(eV) 1.35535
δ(eV) 0.86225×10−2 q1(eV) -1.27775
r(1)s (Å) 2.24000 q2(eV) -0.86074
r(2)s (Å) 1.80000 q3(eV) 1.78804
r(3)s (Å) 1.20000 q4(eV) 2.97571
S1(eV/Å4) 4.00000 Q1 0.40000
S2(eV/Å4) 40.00000 Q2 0.30000
Figure B.1: Pair interaction (a) and electron density function (b) of “EAM 1” potential, Mishin et al.
[2001]
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The parameterization of the potential was based on the data obtained from exper-
iments and both DFT and Tight-Binding (TB) calculations. These data are equilibrium
lattice constant a0, bulk modulus B0, elastic constants Cij, the phonon frequencies υL(X)
and υT(X) at the zone-boundary point X, relaxed vacancy formation (Evf ) and migration
(Evm) energies. The equilibrium cohesive energy Ecoh of some metastable structures of Cu
(sc, bcc, fcc and hcp) and the intrinsic stacking fault energy γSF, the equilibrium bond
energy (Ed) and bond length Rd of a Cu dimer, see Table B.2.
Table B.2: Some physical properties of Cu used in the fit of the “EAM 1” potential Mishin et al.
[2001].
Property Exp Tight DFT “EAM 1”
Binding potential
a (Å) 3.615a 3.615
Efcccoh (eV/atom) -3.540
b -3.540 -3.540
Ebcccoh (eV/atom) -3.500 -3.494
Ehcpcoh (eV/atom) -3.529 -3.532
Esccoh (eV/atom) -3.007 -3.107
B (1011Pa) 1.383c 1.383
υL(X)(THz) 7.38d 7.82
υT(X)(THz) 5.16d 5.20
C11 (1011Pa) 1.700c 1.699
C12 (1011Pa) 1.225c 1.226
C44 (1011Pa) 0.758c 0.762
Evf (eV) 1.27
e 1.272
Evm(eV) 0.71f 0.689
γSF(eV) 45.0g 18.2 44.4
Rd(Å) 2.2h 2.32 2.18
Ed(Å) -2.05h -1.80 -1.93
a Kittel [1986]
b Smithells and James [1976]
c Simmons and Wang [1977]
d Nilsson and Rolandson [1973]
e Siegel [1978]
f Balluffi [1978]
g Carter and Ray [1977]
h Herzberg and Huber [1979]
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Interatomic Potential for Nickel
The interatomic potential developed by Voter and Chen [1987], referred to as “VoCh87”
potential, is used for Ni-Ni interactions. This potential is constructed to simulate grain
boundaries and relaxed surface structures. The pairwise potential takes the form of a
Morse potential
V(r) = DM
[
1− exp[−αM(r− RM)]
]2
− DM (C.1)
where DM, RM and αM, are the depth, distance to minimum, and a measure of the
curvature near the minimum, respectively. The electron density function φ(r) is given
by
φ(r) = r6[exp(−βr) + 29 exp(−2βr)] (C.2)
where β is an adjustable parameter. The second term of Equation (C.2) is added to ensure
that φ(r) decreases monotonically with r over the whole range of possible interaction
distances. The pair interaction part and electron density function are shown in Fig. C.1.
The embedding function F(ρ) is specified by requiring that the total potential energy of
the fcc Ni crystal, Equation (3.1), matches the well-known Rose equation which is given
by:
Ecoh(a∗) = −E0(1+ a∗)e−a∗ (C.3)
The appropriate scaling is obtained by taking E0 as the equilibrium cohesive energy of
fcc-Ni at equilibrium (Ecoh), and defining a∗ by
a∗ = (a/a0 − 1)/(Ecoh/9BVat)1/2 (C.4)
where a is the lattice constant, a0 is the equilibrium lattice constant, B is the bulk modulus,
and Vat is the equilibrium atomic volume. Note that for this potential the embedding
function F(ρ) was determined numerically using Equations (C.1, C.2) and Equations (3.1,
3.2). The five parameters of the “VoCh78” potential are given in Table C.1. They were fitted
to the three cubic elastic constants C11,C22,C44 of fcc-Ni, the vacancy formation energy
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Table C.1: Potential parameters for Ni potential Voter and Chen [1987].
Parameter DM (eV) RM (Å) αM (Å−1) rcut (Å) β(Å−1)
Value 1.5335 2.2053 1.7728 4.7895 3.6408
Figure C.1: “VoCh87” potential for Ni. (a) Pair interaction. (b) Electron density, Voter and Chen
[1987]
and the bond length Re and bond energy De of the Ni2 dimer, Table C.2. Furthermore it
was required that the fit leads to hexagonal closed pack (hcp) and (bcc) crystal structures
which are less stable than fcc. Note that because of the way F(ρ) was calculated, the
potential always gives a perfect fit to experimental values of equilibrium lattice constant
a0, cohesive energy Ecoh and bulk modulus B.
Table C.2: Comparison between Ni properties used in the fit and calculated by “VoCh87” potential
Voter and Chen [1987].
Property Exp VoCh87
a0 (Å) 3.52 3.52
Ecoh (eV) -4.45 -4.45
B (1012erg/cm3) 1.81 1.81
C11 (1012erg/cm3) 2.47 2.44
C12 (1012erg/cm3) 1.47 1.49
C44 (1012erg/cm3) 1.25 1.26
Evf (eV) 1.60 1.60
De (eV) 1.95 1.94
Re (Å) 2.2 2.23
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Interatomic Potential for Iron–Nickel Alloys
The interatomic potential developed by Bonny et al. [2009b], henceforth “BPM09”
potential, is an EAM potential, for the Fe-Ni system. The interatomic potentials for Fe
and Ni were taken from the literature. For Fe the “potential 2” developed by Mendelev
et al. [2003] is employed, Appendix A, whereas for Ni the potential developed by Voter
and Chen [1987] is used, Appendix C. The “BPM09” potential was designated for a correct
description of the microstructural evolution, so that it reproduces the thermodynamics,
kinetics and defect interactions reasonably well. The data used in the fitting procedure
are thermodynamic information of the two intermetallics L10 FeNi and L12 FeNi3 and the
point defect interaction energy for Ni–Ni, Ni–Vacancy pairs, and the binding energy for
the mixed 〈110〉 dumbbell. The “BPM09” potential was derived in the manner described
in subsection 3.2.1. First, the transformation according to Equation (3.3) is applied to the
pair potentials and electron densities of pure Fe and pure Ni. The values of SFe, SNi,CFe
and CNi are given in Table D.1.
Table D.1: Values of transformation parameters for pure bcc-iron and bcc-nickel
element C S
Fe 0.116093429 0.0380008812
Ni -24.3575774 2.84007616
Then, the functional form of Fe–Ni pair potential is written as a piece-wise cubic spline
VFeNi =
9
∑
i=1
ai(ri − r)3θ(ri − r) (D.1)
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where the fitting parameters are given in Table 3.3. The electron density contribution is
given by
if i is a Fe atom : ρeffi =∑
j 6=i
φeffFe (rij) +
1
WFeNi
∑
i
φeffNi(rij) (D.2a)
if i is a Ni atom : ρeffi =WFeNi∑
j
φeffFe (rij) +∑
i 6=j
φeffNi(rij) (D.2b)
where WFeNi is given in Table 3.4.
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Cluster Dynamics Precipitation (CD-P) model
E.1 Derivation of (CD-P) model
In order to calculate the concentration c near a spherical precipitate, see Fig. E.1, the
stationary diffusion equation is considered (cf. Refs. Mathon et al. [1997]; Christien and
Barbu [2004]).
Figure E.1: Schematic diagram illustrates the variation of solute concentration inside and far from
precipitate
1
r2
d
dr
(
r2
dc
dr
)
= 0 r > R (E.1)
with the boundary conditions: c = ceq(R) at r = R and c → c∞, as r → ∞. the solution of
Equation (E.1) is given as
c(r) =
R[ceq(R)− c∞]
r
+ c∞ (E.2)
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Then applying Fick’s Law the diffusive flux is defined as
JD(r) = −Ddcdr = D
R[ceq(R)− c∞]
r2
(E.3)
where D is the diffusion coefficient. Applying continuity equation in integral form, yields
dn
dt
= −
∮
∂V
~J(r = R)d~A = −4piDR[ceq(R)− c∞] (E.4)
where n is the number of solute atoms in the precipitate. Rewriting Equation (E.4) in
terms of precipitate radius R instead of the number of n gives:
dR
dt
=
DVat
R
[c∞ − ceq(R)] (E.5)
The concentration ceq(R) is given by the Gibbs-Thomson relation
ceq(R) = c
eq
∞ exp
(
2γVat
kBTR
)
(E.6)
where ceq∞ is the equilibrium concentration of the solute at the flat surface of a very large
precipitate which is identical to the solute solubility, γ is specific interface energy, Vat is
the atomic volume of solute atom. By substituting the value of ceq(R) into Equation (E.5),
yields
dR
dt
=
DVat
R
[
c∞ − ceq∞ exp
(
2γVat
kBTR
)]
(E.7)
c∞ can be identified with the mean concentration of solute atoms in the matrix. Equa-
tion (E.7) can be written as (cf. Mathon et al. [1997])
dR
dt
=
DVat
R︸ ︷︷ ︸
β
c∞ − DVatR c
eq
∞ exp
(
2γVat
kBTR
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
α
(E.8)
The term β in Equation (E.8) is the impingement rate and α is the emission rate. By
assuming Rn = R is the radius of a cluster containing n solute atoms, then (4pi/3)R3 =
nVat⇒ Rn = (3/4pi)1/3V1/3at n1/3. β and α are given by
β(n) = D(
3
4pi
)−1/3V2/3at n
−1/3 (E.9)
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α(n) =β(n)ceq∞ exp
(
2γVat
kBTR
)
(E.10)
=β(n) exp
(
− Gf
kBT
+
2γVat
kBTR
)
(E.11)
where ceq∞ = exp(−Gf/kBT). The term Gf denotes the free formation or substitutional
energy of the solute atoms and the exponent in Equation (E.10) is the free binding energy
of a solute atom to the precipitate.
Gb = −Gf + 2γVatRn (E.12)
Using the relation between Vat and Rn, Gb is also given by
Gb = −Gf + (36pi)1/3γV2/3at n−1/3 (E.13)
For n 1 this is equivalent to (cf. Christien and Barbu [2004])
Gb = −Gf + (36pi)1/3γV2/3at [n2/3 − (n− 1)2/3] (E.14)
E.2 Derivation of Gibbs-Thomson equation
When describing thermodynamic properties of bulk materials, the role of surfaces/
interfaces is ignored. However, when the substance shrink in size down to a small
droplet, particle, or precipitate, the effects of surface/interface is important, since the
number of atoms on surface/interface is comparable to number of atoms inside bulk.
Surface/interface effects play critical role in many kinetic processes such as nucleation,
growth, and coarsening of precipitates. In case of a liquid droplet, there is a pressure Pr
inside the droplet Shahandeh and Nategh [2007], see Fig. E.2. Similarly, this is true for a
nucleus of a solid precipitate.
In the nucleus, we have the force balance, Fig. E.2,
Prpi(r sin θdθ)2 = γ(sin dθ)2pir sin dθ (E.15)
which leads to
Pr =
2γ
r
(E.16)
The excess Gibbs free energy per atom due to internal pressure of the droplet is given as,
∆G =
∫ Pr
P0
VatdP (E.17)
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Figure E.2: free-body diagram for a part of droplet: radius is r, and edge length is 2pirsindθ, Pr is
the internal pressure and γ is surface energy
Where P0 is ambient pressure outside sphere, or the pressure corresponding to infinite
radius and Vat is the atomic volume.
∆G = Vat(Pr − P0) (E.18)
Assuming P0 = 0 outside the sphere and substituting Pr from Equation (E.16) the above
equation can be rewritten as
∆G =
2γVat
r
(E.19)
∆G can be also explained by the difference of chemical potentials
∆G = µ(R)− µ(∞) > 0 (E.20)
Since the matter inside the precipitate is under pressure, its chemical potential is higher
than that under a flat surface (for which the radius is infinite). In the case of an ideal
solution, µ = kBT ln c, one obtain
∆G =
2γVat
R
= µ(R)− µ(∞) = kBT ln
(
c(R)
c(∞)
)
(E.21)
and finally
c(R)
c(∞)
= exp
(
2γVat
kBTR
)
(E.22)
which is called Gibbs-Thomson equation.
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Steady State Concentration of Vacancies
The change of the vacancy concentration, Cvac, and the self-interstitial atom (SIA)
concentration, Cint, are described by Mansur [1978],
dCvac
dt
= Gvac − 4pir(Dvac + Dint)CvacCintVat − KvacCvac (F.1)
dCint
dt
= Gint − 4pir(Dvac + Dint)CvacCintVat − KintCint (F.2)
Where Gvac and Gint are the production rates of free vacancies and free SIA due to neutron
irradiation, Kvac = DvacSvac and Kint = DintSint are the reaction rate constants, Dvac and
Dint are the diffusivities of vacancies and SIA, Svac and Sint are the sink strengths for
vacancies and SIA, respectively. Vat is the atomic volume of iron, r is the recombination or
trap radius. In the steady state, and for Gvac = Gint = G, Dvac  Dint Equations (F.1, F.2)
can be written as
0 = G− 4pirDint
Vat
CvacCint − DvacCvacSvac (F.3)
0 = G− 4pirDint
Vat
CvacCint − DintCintSint (F.4)
By assuming Sint = Svac = S and S is taken to be the effective dislocation density ρ, leads
to
DvacCvac =
G− (DvacCvac)2
ρ
Z
Dvac
(F.5)
where Z = 4pir/Vat. Rearranging Equation (F.5), we get:
ZDvacC2vac + ρDvacCvac − G = 0 (F.6)
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Solving Equation (F.6) for Cvac yields:
Cvac =
ρ
2Z
[√
1+
4GZ
ρ2Dvac
− 1
]
(F.7)
On the other hand, production rates of free vacancies and SIAs are assumed to be
proportional to the neutron dose rate, φ as follows,
G = σdpaφξ (F.8)
where σdpa is the displacement-per-atom cross-section and ξ is the efficiency factor.
Substituting G in Equation (F.6), gives:
Cvac =
ρVat
8pir
(√
1+ φ
16pirξσdpa
ρ2DvacVat
− 1
)
(F.9)
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Total Binding Energy Data of Different Clusters
Table G.1: Total binding energy Ebind(in eV) of vl clusters obtained from atomistic simulations
compared to the results of the fit [Equation (5.2a)]. The relative error of the fit (RE) is also given.
pure vacancy clusters
l Ebind Ebind(fit) RE l Ebind Ebind(fit) RE
2 -0.233 -0.503 1.158 21 -16.166 -16.093 0.0045
3 -0.509 -0.831 0.6318 22 -17.289 -17.131 0.0092
4 -1.061 -1.307 0.2317 23 -18.437 -18.178 0.014
5 -1.648 -1.883 0.1426 24 -19.279 -19.235 0.0023
6 -2.518 -2.533 0.0059 25 -20.449 -20.301 0.0072
7 -3.105 -3.24 0.0436 26 -21.27 -21.376 0.005
8 -3.975 -3.995 0.0049 27 -22.685 -22.459 0.01
9 -4.524 -4.788 0.0583 28 -23.808 -23.549 0.0109
10 -5.433 -5.615 0.0334 29 -24.699 -24.647 0.0021
11 -6.222 -6.471 0.0399 30 -26.089 -25.752 0.0129
12 -7.115 -7.352 0.0333 40 -37.405 -37.126 0.0075
13 -8.25 -8.256 0.0007 60 -61.472 -61.144 0.0053
14 -9.341 -9.18 0.0172 80 -86.715 -86.256 0.0053
15 -10.461 -10.123 0.0323 100 -112.461 -112.103 0.0032
16 -11.336 -11.083 0.0223 120 -140.227 -138.493 0.012
17 -12.217 -12.059 0.013 160 -194.354 -192.467 0.010
18 -13.042 -13.048 0.0005 200 -244.986 -247.609 0.011
19 -13.936 -14.051 0.0083
20 -15.033 -15.066 0.0022
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Table G.2: Total binding energy Ebind (in eV) of Cum clusters obtained from atomistic simulations
compared to the results of the fit [Equation (5.2b)]. The relative error of the fit (RE) is also given.
pure Copper clusters
m Ebind Ebind(fit) RE
2 -0.082 -0.529 5.36889
3 -0.243 -0.672 1.7628
4 -0.486 -0.846 0.74065
5 -0.724 -1.042 0.43881
6 -1.041 -1.253 0.20376
7 -1.259 -1.477 0.17298
8 -1.556 -1.711 0.09923
9 -1.774 -1.953 0.10053
10 -2.058 -2.202 0.06968
11 -2.341 -2.457 0.04939
12 -2.625 -2.718 0.03515
13 -2.953 -2.983 0.01007
14 -3.186 -3.253 0.0209
15 -3.638 -3.527 0.03069
16 -3.91 -3.804 0.02719
17 -4.182 -4.085 0.02335
18 -4.453 -4.369 0.01908
19 -4.908 -4.655 0.05165
20 -5.236 -4.944 0.05584
21 -5.317 -5.236 0.01539
22 -5.72 -5.53 0.03339
23 -5.989 -5.826 0.02738
24 -6.308 -6.124 0.02932
25 -6.596 -6.424 0.02623
26 -6.935 -6.726 0.03032
27 -7.273 -7.029 0.03366
28 -7.607 -7.334 0.03598
29 -7.876 -7.641 0.02996
30 -8.222 -7.949 0.0333
40 -11.454 -11.101 0.03097
60 -18.058 -17.674 0.02141
70 -21.462 -21.051 0.01918
80 -24.867 -24.479 0.01572
100 -31.541 -31.441 0.00329
120 -38.69 -38.518 0.004
160 -52.657 -52.927 0.005
200 -66.658 -67.583 0.014
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Table G.3: Total binding energy Ebind (in eV) of Nin clusters obtained from atomistic simulations
compared to the results of the fit [Equation (6.1)]. The relative error of the fit (RE) is also given.
pure Nickel clusters
n Ebind Ebind(fit) RE
2 -0.108 -0.147 0.3588
3 -0.21 -0.257 0.2251
4 -0.367 -0.374 0.0199
5 -0.445 -0.496 0.114
6 -0.572 -0.62 0.0846
7 -0.703 -0.748 0.0635
8 -0.921 -0.877 0.0479
9 -0.924 -1.008 0.0908
10 -1.084 -1.14 0.052
11 -1.246 -1.274 0.0225
12 -1.334 -1.409 0.0562
13 -1.319 -1.545 0.1712
14 -1.657 -1.682 0.0148
15 -1.69 -1.819 0.0764
16 -1.918 -1.957 0.0205
17 -2.073 -2.096 0.0113
18 -2.294 -2.236 0.0253
19 -2.463 -2.376 0.0352
20 -2.521 -2.517 0.0016
30 -3.837 -3.948 0.0289
40 -5.771 -5.409 0.0627
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TableG.4: Total binding energy Ebind (in eV) of vlCum clusters obtained from atomistic simulations
compared to the results of the fit [Equations (5.13)]. The relative error of the fit (RE) is also given.
l m Ebind Ebind(fit) RE l m Ebind Ebind(fit) RE
2 4 -1.335 -1.304 0.02358 20 40 -31.879 -31.745 0.00419
2 10 -2.988 -2.872 0.03883 20 60 -38.637 -39.092 0.01178
2 20 -6.449 -5.691 0.11752 20 80 -45.489 -45.894 0.00891
2 40 -12.658 -11.902 0.05966 20 100 -52.175 -52.914 0.01416
2 60 -18.991 -18.503 0.02569 10 2 -6.172 -6.314 0.02312
2 75 -24.456 -23.604 0.03485 10 10 -9.309 -9.225 0.00893
2 80 -26.214 -25.326 0.03389 10 20 -13.44 -13.112 0.02439
2 85 -28.075 -27.057 0.03625 10 40 -20.531 -20.218 0.01524
2 95 -31.498 -30.545 0.03026 10 60 -27.127 -26.817 0.01144
2 100 -33.331 -32.3 0.03091 10 75 -32.188 -31.96 0.0071
4 2 -1.702 -1.829 0.07449 10 80 -33.889 -33.695 0.00572
4 4 -2.315 -2.396 0.03500 10 85 -35.582 -35.44 0.00399
4 8 -3.7 -3.629 0.01904 10 95 -39.093 -38.951 0.00361
4 12 -5.132 -4.94 0.03747 10 100 -40.612 -40.718 0.00261
4 16 -6.513 -6.245 0.04115 40 2 -38.542 -38.031 0.01324
4 20 -7.836 -7.475 0.04606 40 10 -42.365 -41.49 0.02064
4 75 -26.118 -25.436 0.02611 40 20 -46.39 -45.897 0.01063
4 85 -29.577 -28.897 0.02301 40 40 -55.628 -54.94 0.01237
4 95 -33.064 -32.391 0.02035 40 60 -64.034 -63.995 0.0006
6 75 -28.066 -27.496 0.02031 40 80 -71.13 -72.178 0.01474
6 85 -31.368 -30.964 0.01289 40 100 -76.281 -79.373 0.04054
6 95 -35.016 -34.464 0.01577 60 2 -62.553 -62.103 0.00721
8 4 -5.301 -5.328 0.00516 60 10 -66.441 -65.689 0.01132
8 8 -6.995 -6.734 0.03721 60 20 -71.358 -70.227 0.01585
8 12 -8.483 -8.203 0.03303 60 40 -80.404 -79.472 0.0116
8 16 -9.872 -9.713 0.01612 60 60 -90.092 -88.874 0.01351
8 20 -11.725 -11.23 0.04223 60 80 -98.542 -98.116 0.00432
12 4 -8.958 -8.81 0.01658 60 100 -105.022 -106.58 0.01484
12 8 -10.558 -10.308 0.02372 80 2 -86.111 -87.253 0.01326
12 12 -12.152 -11.852 0.02463 80 10 -92.47 -90.921 0.01676
12 16 -13.613 -13.435 0.01306 80 20 -95.977 -95.546 0.00449
12 20 -15.363 -15.044 0.02078 80 40 -106.652 -104.927 0.01617
16 4 -12.843 -12.623 0.01713 80 60 -115.008 -114.46 0.00476
Continued on next page
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Table G.4 – continued from previous page
l m Ebind Ebind(fit) RE l m Ebind Ebind(fit) RE
16 8 -14.61 -14.181 0.02937 80 80 -123.06 -124.034 0.00791
16 12 -16.228 -15.777 0.02782 80 100 -132.482 -133.319 0.00632
16 16 -17.774 -17.404 0.02078 100 2 -114.589 -113.131 0.01273
16 20 -19.531 -19.058 0.02423 100 10 -116.988 -116.857 0.00112
20 2 -16.075 -15.876 0.01238 100 20 -122.753 -121.547 0.00983
20 4 -16.775 -16.665 0.00659 100 40 -132.33 -131.031 0.00982
20 8 -18.436 -18.268 0.00908 100 60 -142.112 -140.648 0.0103
20 10 -19.462 -19.082 0.01953 100 80 -150.613 -150.352 0.00173
20 12 -20.243 -19.902 0.01682 100 100 -159.093 -159.988 0.00563
20 16 -21.818 -21.563 0.01168
20 20 -23.598 -23.248 0.01485
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Table G.5: Total binding energy Ebind (in eV) of vlNin clusters obtained from atomistic simulations
compared to the results of the fit [Equation (6.2)]. The relative error of the fit (RE) is also given.
vlNin clusters
l n Ebind Ebind(fit) RE
4 4 -1.426 -1.751 0.2279
4 8 -2.106 -2.295 0.0895
4 12 -2.398 -2.861 0.1929
4 16 -3.193 -3.44 0.0776
4 20 -3.758 -4.028 0.0718
8 4 -4.343 -4.48 0.0316
8 8 -5.109 -5.047 0.0121
8 12 -5.639 -5.634 0.0009
8 16 -5.884 -6.231 0.0591
8 20 -6.803 -6.836 0.0048
10 20 -8.462 -8.326 0.0178
12 4 -7.788 -7.871 0.0107
12 8 -8.311 -8.459 0.0178
12 12 -8.98 -9.063 0.0093
12 16 -9.531 -9.675 0.0152
12 20 -9.745 -10.294 0.0563
16 4 -11.876 -11.634 0.0204
16 8 -12.419 -12.24 0.0145
16 12 -12.719 -12.858 0.011
16 16 -13.733 -13.484 0.0181
16 20 -14.377 -14.115 0.0182
20 4 -15.565 -15.645 0.0051
20 8 -16.205 -16.268 0.0039
20 12 -16.903 -16.9 0.0002
20 16 -17.388 -17.538 0.0086
20 20 -17.969 -18.181 0.0118
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Table G.6: Total binding energy Ebind (in eV) of CumNin clusters obtained from atomistic
simulations compared to the results of the fit [Equations (6.3)]. The relative error of the fit (RE)
is also given.
CumNin clusters
m n Ebind Ebind(fit) RE
4 4 -0.973 -1.393 0.4322
4 8 -1.61 -1.97 0.224
4 12 -2.099 -2.563 0.2214
4 16 -2.626 -3.156 0.202
4 20 -3.181 -3.734 0.1738
8 4 -2.124 -2.288 0.0773
8 8 -2.694 -2.882 0.0698
8 12 -3.316 -3.488 0.0519
8 16 -3.988 -4.103 0.0287
8 20 -4.41 -4.72 0.0702
12 4 -3.252 -3.313 0.0187
12 8 -3.82 -3.917 0.0254
12 12 -4.471 -4.531 0.0136
12 16 -5.22 -5.152 0.0129
12 20 -5.403 -5.779 0.0697
15 15 -6.049 -5.829 0.038
16 4 -4.326 -4.411 0.0195
16 8 -5.218 -5.024 0.0371
16 12 -5.923 -5.644 0.0471
16 16 -6.477 -6.27 0.032
16 20 -7.279 -6.901 0.052
20 4 -5.63 -5.559 0.0125
20 8 -6.338 -6.179 0.0251
20 12 -6.98 -6.804 0.0252
20 16 -7.852 -7.434 0.0532
20 20 -8.2 -8.069 0.016
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Table G.7: Total binding energy Ebind (in eV) of vlCumNin clusters obtained from atomistic
simulations compared to the results of the fit [Equations. (6.3)]. The relative error of the fit (RE) is
also given.
l m n Ebind Ebind(fit) RE l m n Ebind Ebind(fit) RE
4 4 4 -3.041 -2.944 0.0318 8 16 20 -13.289 -12.737 0.0415
4 4 8 -3.427 -3.509 0.024 8 20 4 -11.959 -11.834 0.0105
4 4 12 -4.227 -4.085 0.0336 8 20 8 -12.66 -12.439 0.0175
4 4 16 -4.702 -4.662 0.0085 8 20 12 -13.226 -13.049 0.0133
4 4 20 -5.217 -5.233 0.0031 8 20 16 -14.1 -13.663 0.031
4 8 4 -4.384 -4.199 0.0423 8 20 20 -14.637 -14.28 0.0244
4 8 8 -4.892 -4.779 0.0229 12 4 4 -9.605 -9.379 0.0235
4 8 12 -5.582 -5.369 0.0381 12 4 8 -10.125 -9.957 0.0166
4 8 16 -6.09 -5.965 0.0206 12 4 12 -10.924 -10.541 0.0351
4 8 20 -6.856 -6.564 0.0426 12 4 16 -11.545 -11.125 0.0364
4 12 4 -5.776 -5.524 0.0437 12 4 20 -12.093 -11.703 0.0322
4 12 8 -6.346 -6.115 0.0364 12 8 4 -11.137 -10.89 0.0222
4 12 12 -7.06 -6.713 0.0492 12 8 8 -11.76 -11.478 0.0239
4 12 16 -7.734 -7.317 0.0539 12 8 12 -12.317 -12.072 0.0198
4 12 20 -8.288 -7.925 0.0438 12 8 16 -12.906 -12.671 0.0182
4 16 4 -7.041 -6.839 0.0286 12 8 20 -13.575 -13.271 0.0224
4 16 8 -7.838 -7.438 0.051 12 12 4 -12.598 -12.444 0.0122
4 16 12 -8.45 -8.043 0.0482 12 12 8 -13.392 -13.04 0.0263
4 16 16 -9.075 -8.652 0.0466 12 12 12 -13.95 -13.641 0.0222
4 16 20 -9.381 -9.266 0.0123 12 12 16 -14.798 -14.246 0.0373
4 20 4 -8.36 -8.077 0.0339 12 12 20 -15.229 -14.854 0.0246
4 20 8 -9.034 -8.682 0.0389 12 16 4 -14.291 -14.034 0.018
4 20 12 -9.531 -9.292 0.0251 12 16 8 -14.827 -14.636 0.0129
4 20 16 -10.497 -9.906 0.0564 12 16 12 -15.74 -15.242 0.0316
4 20 20 -11.261 -10.524 0.0655 12 16 16 -16.369 -15.852 0.0316
8 4 4 -6.033 -5.888 0.0239 12 16 20 -16.845 -16.466 0.0225
8 4 8 -6.689 -6.46 0.0342 12 20 4 -15.725 -15.649 0.0049
8 4 12 -7.15 -7.04 0.0153 12 20 8 -16.686 -16.256 0.0258
8 4 16 -7.706 -7.621 0.0111 12 20 12 -17.442 -16.867 0.033
8 4 20 -8.328 -8.195 0.0159 12 20 16 -17.822 -17.481 0.0191
8 8 4 -7.685 -7.311 0.0487 12 20 20 -18.641 -18.098 0.0291
8 8 8 -8.281 -7.895 0.0465 16 4 4 -13.355 -13.198 0.0118
Continued on next page
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Table G.7 – continued from previous page
l m n Ebind Ebind(fit) RE l m n Ebind Ebind(fit) RE
8 8 12 -8.789 -8.487 0.0344 16 4 8 -13.576 -13.781 0.0151
8 8 16 -9.554 -9.084 0.0492 16 4 12 -14.732 -14.368 0.0247
8 8 20 -9.94 -9.683 0.0259 16 4 16 -15.286 -14.955 0.0216
8 12 4 -8.923 -8.791 0.0148 16 4 20 -15.885 -15.537 0.0219
8 12 8 -9.945 -9.384 0.0564 16 8 4 -15.245 -14.768 0.0313
8 12 12 -10.313 -9.983 0.032 16 8 8 -15.872 -15.36 0.0323
8 12 16 -10.909 -10.587 0.0295 16 8 12 -16.438 -15.956 0.0293
8 12 20 -11.554 -11.195 0.0311 16 8 16 -17.175 -16.557 0.036
8 16 4 -10.485 -10.309 0.0167 16 8 20 -17.802 -17.159 0.0361
8 16 8 -11.012 -10.909 0.0093 16 12 4 -16.708 -16.372 0.0201
8 16 12 -11.489 -11.514 0.0022 16 12 8 -17.38 -16.971 0.0236
8 16 16 -12.698 -12.124 0.0452 16 12 12 -18.192 -17.573 0.034
16 12 16 -18.874 -18.18 0.0368 20 12 8 -21.637 -21.101 0.0248
16 12 20 -19.494 -18.789 0.0361 20 12 12 -22.034 -21.706 0.0149
16 16 4 -18.428 -18.006 0.0229 20 12 16 -22.692 -22.314 0.0167
16 16 8 -19.158 -18.61 0.0286 20 12 20 -23.723 -22.924 0.0337
16 16 12 -19.77 -19.218 0.0279 20 16 4 -22.51 -22.167 0.0152
16 16 16 -20.354 -19.829 0.0258 20 16 8 -23.283 -22.773 0.0219
16 16 20 -21.22 -20.443 0.0366 20 16 12 -24.015 -23.382 0.0264
16 20 4 -19.97 -19.665 0.0153 20 16 16 -24.637 -23.994 0.0261
16 20 8 -20.908 -20.274 0.0303 20 16 20 -25.155 -24.609 0.0217
16 20 12 -21.404 -20.886 0.0242 20 20 4 -24.317 -23.857 0.0189
16 20 16 -22.25 -21.501 0.0337 20 20 8 -24.951 -24.467 0.0194
16 20 20 -22.73 -22.118 0.0269 20 20 12 -25.637 -25.08 0.0217
20 4 4 -17.378 -17.246 0.0076 20 20 16 -26.188 -25.696 0.0188
20 4 8 -18.204 -17.832 0.0204 20 20 20 -26.931 -26.314 0.0229
20 4 12 -18.45 -18.423 0.0015 10 10 10 -11.1804 -10.751 0.0384
20 4 16 -19.321 -19.013 0.016 10 10 30 -13.8654 -13.709 0.0113
20 4 20 -20.03 -19.597 0.0216 10 20 20 -16.4825 -16.337 0.0088
20 8 4 -19.117 -18.859 0.0135 10 30 10 -18.6177 -18.439 0.0096
20 8 8 -19.99 -19.454 0.0268 20 40 40 -38.6221 -38.106 0.0134
20 8 12 -20.744 -20.053 0.0333 40 20 40 -53.1693 -52.144 0.0193
20 8 16 -21.074 -20.655 0.0199
20 8 20 -21.756 -21.259 0.0228
20 12 4 -20.858 -20.5 0.0171
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